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Abstract 
This thesis is a survey on the trust region methods for solving some inverse 
problems and intends to understand how effective and efficient the methods are, 
especially in comparison with other existing methods for inverse problems. In 
this thesis, I first introduce the formulation of inverse problems. Then I introduce 
some existing methods for solving inverse problems. In chapter four, I introduce 
trust region method for solving inverse problems. In this chapter, algorithm of 
trust region method is given and the analysis about convergency and regularity 
of trust region method are presented. Experiment results has also been showed 
to see the practical use of trust region method. And then in chapter five, I 
introduce a common kind of inverse problems-parameter identification problems. 
We first consider one dimension case, then two dimensions case. Experiment 
results of other methods are also presented to compare with the trust region 
method. Conclusions are made based on the experiment results. 
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Inverse problems often occur in many branches of science and mathematics in the 
cases that we want to obtain the values of some parameters from observed data. 
The word “ inverse" is used because we solve a problem inversely. Let's take the 
problem of gravimetry as an example. 
Suppose there is a body D C R^ with a density p{x), x G R^, then the 
gravitational potential generated is given by the solution of the Poisson equation, 
f Pit) u(x) = I ~—^——dt. '£) 47r 0：— 
The direct problem of gravimetry is to find potential u with the mass density 
p given. In most of the cases, the mass density p cannot be measured directly 
(e.g. the mass density of a planet). Practically we perceive and can measure only 
the gravitational force Vu. The inverse problem of gravimetry is to find p given 
Vu on r , which is a part of boundary dD of D. 
Inverse problems are usually ill-posed in the sense of Jacques Hadamard, that 
is at least one of the three conditions (existence, uniqueness, stability of the 
solution or solutions) is violated. While the condition of stability is most often 
violated since in many applications the solution does not depend continuously on 
the unknown quantities. An inverse problem can be linear or nonlinear, here we 
focus on nonlinear inverse problems. 
Chapter 2 
Inverse problems and 
formulations 
For convenience, we outline a nonlinear ill-posed problem into an abstract oper-
ator equation. We want to solve 
F{x) = y (2.1) 
where x is an unknown parameter we want to obtain, y is the exact data, 
F : D{F) C X ^ Y IS 8i nonlinear operator. X and Y are both Hilbert spaces. 
We assume that F is continuous and compact for fixed x E D{F). If we further 
assume that D{F) is closed and convex, one can show that the problem (2.1) is 
always ill-posed[7 . 
We here always assume that there exists a solution x* in (2.1), that is F(x*) = y. 
Problem (2.1) is typically ill-posed in the sense that a solution x* does not depend 
continuously on the data y. While in practice our observation data ys is not exact 
data y but with some error level 6. We assume that 
\\ys -y\\<S (2.2) 
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holds for some > 0. With this observation ys, it is common that we cannot 
find a xs such that F(xs) = 2/5, since we cannot assume that the observation data 
ys are in the range F{X) of F. Besides, since ys is not exact data, it is not so 
meaningful to find such a xs. Instead, we try to find the “ best" approximation in 
the sense that our approximation x* is the argument of a corresponding minimal 
least squares problem. 
ininJ{x) = - \\F{x)-ys 
XEX Z 
(2.3) 
for some norms in Y. However, the problem is usually still not well-posed in the 
sense of J. Hadamard because the solution is usually not unique. Base on the 
situation of the problem, we may add some regularization terms to get a solution 
we want. In practice, instead of solving (2.3), it is common that one determines a 
€ X that minimizes the Tikhonov functional([7],[9]). That is is the solution 
of 
minJaix) := - ysW^ + a0{x] 
x£X Z 
(2.4) 
a > 0 is the regularization parameter. 9{x) serves as the stabilizer to stabilize the 
minimization process and provides a priori information about the solution, it is 
common to choose 6{x) = or 6{x) = Here we take 6{x) = 
in this thesis. 
Chapter 3 
Review of some existing methods 
(2.4) is a minimization problem. Many methods have been developed for mini-
mization problems, though it seems that we still cannot find an efficient method 
for general F{x). Here some common and well developed methods are first intro-
duced to see how we can solve (2.4). 
Line Search Method: 
工k+l PkVk 
In the line search strategy, the algorithm chooses a direction Vk and searches 
along this direction from the current iterate Xk in order to have J{xk^i) < J{xk). 
The step size pk is chosen by solving the following one dimensional minimization 
problem: 
min Ja{xk + pVk) (3.1) 
p>0 
where v^ is a descent direction in the sense that S/Ja{xk)^Vk < 0. As Ja{x) 
can be a very complicated function, it is always very costly to solve (3.1) exactly. 
Therefore, instead of exact solution of (3.1), an approximation is always computed 
in practice. A well-known setting to choose pk for a particular descent direction 
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Vk is Wolfe conditions: 
Ja{Xk + PkVk) < JalphaiXk) + CiPk^Jai^kV'i^k 
V J a f e + pkVkfvk > C2VJa{Xkfvk 
with 0 < Ci < C2 < 1. 
If we choose Vk = — (工 f c ) , it is called Steepest Descent Method. As we 
later, the convergence of Steepest Descent Method is slow. It has been 
that Steepest Descent Method with exact line searches can have linear 





Xk+i =Xk + vj^ 
It is also a line search method but v^ may not always be a descent direction. It is 
known that if J is twice differentiable and that the Hessian V^ Jq(x) is Lipschitz 
continuous in a neighborhood iV" of a solution x^ of problem (2.4)，that is, there 
exists a constant L > 0 such that 
then the convergence of Newton's Method is quadratic. 
However, Jq(x) is always not that smooth in practice. The inverse of 
is always difficult to be computed or even not computable. Therefore Newton's 
Method is seldom directly used in practice. 
Quasi-Newton Method: 
Xk+l = Xk + pkVk 
Vk = -B^^VJc(xfc) 
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The idea of Quasi-Newton Method is instead of computing the inverse of V^Jai^k) 
in Newton Method, we compute a symmetric and positive definite matrix Bk to 
approximate V'^J{xk) in the sense that Bk satisfies secant equation: 
Bk+iSk = Uk 
where Sk = Xk+i - Xk = pkVk, Vk = VJa(工fc+i) _ VJaixk)- It has been proved 
that if J is twice continuously differentiable, then Quasi-Newton Method with 
Bk satisfying 
lim I K 召 广 � ( 知 ) ) 叫 1 1 = 0 
k-^oo Vk 
has superlinear convergence[1]. A particular and widely used choice is Bk gener-
ated by BFGS method. Starting from a symmetric and positive definite matrix 
A)’ 
BkSkslBk VkVl 
4 BkSk yi Sk 
And the inverse of Bk can be also formulated, 
i f 糾 = ( / - 华 W - 醉 + # 
Vk Sk Vk Sk VkSk 
Besides BFGS, there are other popular choices of B^, for example, Rank One 
Correction Method, DFP Method and the Broyden Family[2 . 
Linear Conjugate Gradient Method: 
Suppose X = R" , F{x) is a linear function and (2.4) can be rewritten as 
min Ja{x) := l-x^Ax — iFx + c (3.2) xex 2 
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where A is an n x n symmetric positive definite matrix. With this special case, 
the Conjugate Gradient algorithm is: Given Xq, Tq = Axq - b, Vq = -r。， 
T 
pk = vlAvk 
f^c+l = Xk + pkVk 
rk+i = n + PkAvk 
n f^c+i^ fc+i 
Pfc+l = ^ T 
Vk 
？^ fc+1 = -nt+i + Pk+i'^k 
The idea of the method is that the search directions Vk^ used in the algorithm 
are conjugate with respect to matrix A, that is 
vjAvj = 0, for all i + j. 
With this property, we can show that (3.2) can be solved within n iterations. 
Compare Conjugate Gradient method with Newton's method, it does not need 
to compute the inverse of A; compare with Quasi-Newton's method, as we can 
see in the algorithms, it requires much lower data storage; compare with steep-
est descent method, it usually has a faster convergence. Actually, with some 
amendments made to the linear CG method, the method can be applied to 
more general problems, say F{x) is not linear and A is not positive definite. 
Two common amended CG methods are Fletcher - Reeves{FR) method and 
Polak — Ribiere — Polyak{PRP) method(see [4]). Even though they do not have 
fast convergence in general, their advantage of low storage make Conjugate Gra-
dient Methods useful for large-scale optimization problem. 
The methods mentioned above are solving regularized problem (2.4) with regu-
larization parameter a has to be chosen before. Besides the regularization scheme 
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(2.4), there are other regularization method for nonlinear ill-posed problems (2.1). 
Levenberg Marquardt Method: 
Zfc+i = Xk- (F'ixkYF'ixk) + akI)-'F'{xky{F{xk) - ys) 
By observing F'{x)*{F{x)—ys) is the gradient of J{x) in (2.3), the method can be 
considered as a quasi-Newton method with a sequence of regularization parame-
ters ak to ensure that the Hessian approximation matrix F'(xk)*(xk) + ctkl is 
positive definite and so is invertible. [5], [6], [7] have worked on the convergence 
of this method. 
Iteratively Regularized Gauss-Newton Newton: 
Xk+i =Xk- {F'ixkYF'ixk) + akI)-'F'{xknF{xk) - ys) + a^ix^ - xo) 
Xo is an initial estimate which may incorporate a priori knowledge of the exact 
solution, Qjfc is a sequence of positive numbers tending towards zero[5]. One can 
see that it is an amended Levenberg Marquardt method, the only difference is 
the penalty term. 
Newton-Landweber method: 
Xk,0 = 
Xk,i+i = Xk,i - F'{xky{F{xk) + F'{xk){xk,i - Xk) - ys) 0 <i < ik-i 
Xk+l =工 k,ik 
Observe that F{xk) + F'(xk){xk,i — Xk) can be regarded as a first-order approx-
imation to this method can be considered as an amended Nonlinear 
Landweber Iteration in [7] which has the iteration 
Xk+\ = Xk- F'{xky(F{xk) - ys) 
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Instead of regularization parameters a^, Newton-Landweber method uses a se-
quence of stopping indices ik G N which go to infinity as n —> oo for regularization[5 
Truncated Singular Value Decomposition Method: 
m 
Xk+l = ^ 0 - V — + (^0 - Xk, Uj 
\ 
u. 
where 谓 is the singular system of K{-) = F'(xo){-) as defined in [7 
{cr?}jgN are the nonzero eigenvalues of K*K in decreasing order with multiplicity, 




By choosing appropriate monotonically increasing i{k), the method using dis-
cretization as a regularizing effect [5 . 
Broyden's Method: 
y? = n^o) + fa(BoB;){ys - F{xo)) 
Xk+i =Xk- B'^*{F{xk) — Vs) 
Sk 
B~* denotes the inverse of B*, Sk = Xk+i — Xk, fa is a real-valued function de-
fined as in [8]. We can see that it is a type of Quasi-Newton Method solving 
F{x) — ys = 0 with Bk as an approximation of F'{xk). 
Sequential Quadratic Programming Method: 
In some practical problems, (2.3) may have underlying constraints. For example, 
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in parameter identification problems, the problems would become 
min J(x) 
xex ‘ 
s.t. e{x) = /’ 
For some function e. The idea of SQP method is to use a quadratic model for 
the objective function and a linear model for the constraint, then it become a 
quadratic program(QP) and an SQP method solves a QP at each iteration. An 
iteration step of the SQP method is given by Xk+i = Xk + Vk, where yk is a 
minimizer of the quadratic optimization problem 
min J{xk) + J'{xk)y + \L"{xk\ 入icXv, v) 
yex I 
s.t. e{xk) + e'{xk)y = f 
L{x,X) = J{x) + {e{x),X) 
Usually SQP method cannot be applied to solve problem (2.3) directly as (2.3) 
is usually ill-posed. [10], [16] have suggested some amended SQP methods to 
solve problem (2.3)，namely Iteratively Regularized Sequential Quadratic Pro-
gramming Met hod [10], Levenberg-Marquardt Sequential Quadratic Programming 
Method [10] and Reduced Sequential Quadratic Programming Method [16 . 
We can notice that there are a lot of regularization methods have been devel-
oped for solving nonlinear inverse problems (2.1). Besides those methods men-
tioned here, some more types of methods can also be founded in other books 
about inverse problems, e.g. [7], [9]. One of the problems facing when we apply 
regularization methods is the choices of regularization parameters Qfc (or ik in 
some truncated methods, e.g. Truncated SVD Method). As we can see from 
(2.4), if a is chosen to be too small, it may have no regularizing effect at all; if a 
is chosen to be too large, it may affect the original objective function too much 
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and we cannot get a satisfactory solution. A great amount of research work has 
focused on the development of appropriate strategies for selecting the regulariza-
tion parameter([7],[11],[12],[13],[14],[15]). 
Trust Region Method have been applied on nonlinear ill-posed inverse prob-
lems as well([17],[18],[19]). The convergence and regularity of Trust Region 
Method are analyzed in this thesis with proof in detail. 
Chapter 4 
Trust Region Method 
Trust region methods like many line search methods that generate steps with the 
help of a quadratic model of the objective function. Line search methods use 
the model to generate a search direction, and then find a suitable step size along 
this direction. Trust region methods define a region around the current iterate 
such that the model is trusted to be an adequate approximation of the objective 
function, and then find the (approximate) minimizer of the model in this region. 
They choose the direction and step size at the same time. 
Recall that we want to find an approximate solution of problem (2.1) by solving 
the corresponding minimal least square problem (2.3). To solve the problem nu-
merically, we need to perform a finite-dimensional approximation. Instead of find 
a solution x* in X, we find an approximate solution in a finite dimension space 
X f]Vh where Vh is formed by some finite dimensional approximation methods, 
for example Finite Element Method(FEM). Similar to the Hilbert space Y, so 
WLOG, we assume that X and y is a finite dimension space. For the objective 
function: 
J{x)='^\\F{x)-ys\f (4.1) 
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By Taylor expansion, we can approximate 
1 
Consider 
Ax + 0 - Ji^) + (gradiJ), 0 + -{Hess{J% 0 
dJ 1 f/dF … \ /… dF 
F{x) -ysj + i F{x) - ys, dxi 2 \\dx dxi 
dxidx. 
dxi 




剛 - y s ) 
f dF 
Fix) - ys) + 
dxi ‘ dxj 
So we get, 
gradiJ) = F'{xr{F{x) - ys) 
Hess{J) = F"{xy{F{x) - ys) + F'{xyF'{x) 
And in each iteration, we determine the search direction “ by solving a con-
strained minimization problem 
(4.2) 
ell < A , 
where Hess{J){x) is an approximation of the Hessian of J{x). Similar to the 
choice of Hessian approximation B^ in Quasi-Newton Method, Bk may not con-
verge to the exact solution Hessian matrix Hess{x*) to have overall convergence 
XK — X*. And we often choose the approximation matrix to be symmetric posi-
tive definite for unconstrained minimum problem as we expect that Hess{x*) is 
symmetric positive definite. Here we choose 
H^s{J){x) = F'{xyF'{x) (4.3) 
which is clear positive semi-definite. 
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4.1 Some Auxiliary Tools 
Here present some existing theorem to be used in this chapter. 
Lagrange Multiplier Theorem 
Let U CW he an open set and let / : t/ —^  M, p : C/ —^  M be functions. 
Let S := {x eU : 9{x) = 0}, Xq e S and Vg{xo) + 0 
If f\s has a local extremum at Xq, then 3入 G M s.t. 
•/Or。）= X\/g{xo) 
Proof: (Lagrange multiplier) 
Let T = { x e R", {Vg{xo),x - xq) = 0} 
h Vx G T, {Vf{xo),x-xo)) = 0 
As Vg{xo) — 0，3xi s . t . 条 � + 0. WLOG, assume 条 � + 0. 
Let rro = (yi,仍’...，yn), then by Implicit Function Theorem, 
3 a ball B C ItT-i, B CU contains (yi’...，Vn-i) and h E s.t. 
g[Xi, = h{xi, . . •，工„-1) \/(0；1，. . . , X„_i) € B 
Now consider for any x G T, Let x — xq = v = {vi^... ,Vn) with (Vp(a;o),v) = 0. 
Let ci{t) = {yi + tv i , . . . , yn-\ + tVn-i) 
for t small, {yi tvi,..., yn-i + tVn-i) € B 
...for Xn s.t. g{ci{t),Xn) = 0, Xn = h{ci{t)), 
=^3e>0 s.t., g{ci{t),h{ci{t))) = 0 W e (-£，£) 
i.e. c�=(ci⑴，/i(ci�)）G S 
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c ( 0 ) = 
("1 ’ . . . ’ 2/n-i) G B and g(xo) 二 g(yi,...,yn-i,yn�= o 
Vn = h{yii . . . ’2/n-l) 
� c(0) = (yi，...，2/n) = 
Finally, consider 
⑴) t=o = {V/i(ci(0)),c;(0)> 
� • % i : 
dh 
dx •vi + 
dxi 
• 1 丨 I 
c ^ 虹 n 
I o a 
^ + 
L)� 
Vi H h dXr � 1 
\ dXn / 
I 
dXn / 




(by Implicit function Theorem) 
=Vr 
c^O) = (t;i’...，”„—i’/i'(ci(0))) = v = x-xo 
Let k{t) = f{c{t)), then k{t) is extremum when t = 0 
0 = k'{t)\t=o 
= ( V / ( c ( 0 ) ) , c ' ( 0 ) > 
= { ^ f { X o ) , X - X o ) 
Consider, 
=Vl + V2 
卞 制 ， • " ( _ • # � ) ) + fv / ( . o ) -〈可 ( : o ) ; • 今 ) � W 
\ Vp(xo) V / 
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Since (v2, Vg(xo)} = 0, 
20 
(Vf(xo), V2) — 0 by the claim we proved 
丨M|2 = 0 
•/(rro) = \Vg[xo) • 
• 
We have completed the proof. 
The Implicit Function Theorem[20] in the proof stated that 
Implicit Function Theorem 
Let g :肥+1 一 R be a function. Suppose 3xq eW, zeR satisfy 
Qg 
9[xo, zq) = 0 and 五(工0,之o) + 0 
Then 3 a ball C contains Xq and unique C^ function which 
g{x, z) = z = h{x) \/x eU 
dh 条 
and fir — 咖 I dz 
Farka's Lemma 
One and only one of the following 2 systems has a solution. 
(1) A^y > 0 for some y s.t. h^y < 0 
(2) Ax = b for some x > 0 
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X > 0 means all components of the vector x are nonnegative. 
Proof: if > 0 s.t. b = Ax, then A^y > 0 = x^A^y > 0 =>(1) 
fails. 
Suppose both (1) and (2) fail, 
let S = {a|a = Ax = Xia^ Xi > 0,a: = (Xi，0:2，. •.，0；„)了 e R",A = 
(ai • • - an) G Mmxn} which is closed and convex. 
Then b ^ S ^ e R"", a E R s.t. y'^ b < a < y^a Va 6 S (By Hahn-
Banach Theorem) 
0 G 5 � ？ 
And also for any A > 0, Xai G S ^ a < y^Xai 
RP � aly \/i takeA — 00 
That shows (1) has a solution. 
• 
Above we use an application of Hahn-Banach Theorem[21], which state that 
Hahn-Banach Theorem: 
Let X be a vector space over R and let g be a sublinear functional on X. If Z 
is a linear subspace of X and / : Z — R is a linear functional such that for all 
xe Z 
/⑷ < 
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then there exists a linear functional F : X —^R such that for all x G X 
Fz = f 
F{x) < q{x) 
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4.2 Trust Region Algorithm 
We now consider the general algorithm of trust region method([l],[17],[22 
Trust Region Algorithm 
Step 1 Choose parameters 0 < ra < r4 < 1 < ti, 0 < tq < r2 < 1, T2 > 0 
Initial value rco, region Aq > 0; Set k = 0 • 
Step 2 If the stopping rule is satisfied, then STOP; 
Else, solve (4.2) to get “ 
Step 3 Compute r^, Xk+i and choose A^+i, where 
rk 
^k+i 
Aredk = Jjxk) — Jjxk + ^ k) 
Predk ^fc(O) -
Xk if rk < To, 
Xk + ik otherwise. 
Afc+i G 
T3||6||,T4Afc] if Tk < 7*2， 
Afe, t i A J otherwise 
Step 4 Evaluate grad{J)k and Hess{J)k\ k = k Goto Step 2 
A key ingredient in a trust region algorithm is the strategy for choosing the trust 
region radius Ak at each iteration. We determine this choice on the agreement 
between the model function 屯知 and the objective function J. Consider the ratio 
rfc, the numerator is the actual reduction, and the denominator is the predicted 
reduction. Since k^ is the minimizer of the model 少於 over a region that includes 
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€ = 0, the denominator is always nonnegative. Hence if we take tq = 0 and 
rk < To, the new objective value J{xk + ^k) is greater or equal to the current 
value J(xfc), so the step should be rejected and we should shrink the trust region 
by reducing A^ at the next iteration. On the other hand, if rk is close to 1, there 
is good agreement between the model function 屯jt and the objective function J 
over this step, so the step should be accepted and we can expand the trust region 
for the next iteration. ” 
One can notice that we have to find a way to solve (4.2) in Step 2 to run 
the trust region algorithm. The following lemma([l],[17]) provides a way to solve 
(4.2). 
Lemma 4.1 A G X is a solution to (4.2) 
>0 s.t. 
(Hess{J)k + a* / )C = -grad(J) 
r 11 < A , (4.4) 
— 
Hess{J)k + a*/ is positive semi-definite. 
Proof: 
M Let B=H^s{J)k=F'ixkyF'{xk), g=grad(J%=-F'(Xky(y - F(xk)). 
Then, + 
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- ^ fe(r) 
=-(CfiB + + \eB^ + {Cf{B + a*I)C — \{CYBC 
=-{CfiB + + le{B + -
+ iCf{B + a*I)C - liCfiB + a*I)C + ylD^C 
+ \eiB + + liCfiB + a * / ) r + 等 ( ( D 丁 ( D _ f^O 
= l e { B + - c) - licfiB+a*m - o + f ( ( r ) 了 ( r ) - e^o 
- c f i B + - r ) + f ((r)T(r) - e^o 
>0 
is a solution to (4.2) 
Let / ( ? , z) = g^i + " ( f A 二 吸 - " f € z € R. 
n n 
• 瓜 z) = {91+Y. Bljih …’ "n + E Bnj^j, 0) 
3 = 1 j=l 
观 ， 2 ： ) = . . . , - 2 《 打 ’ - 2 : ) 
Suppose is a solution to (4.2), then < A^ => Bzq s.t. zq) — 0 
Clearly, and zq cannot be both zero zq) + 0 
And by definition of and zq, f\s has a local extremum at zq). 
By Lagrange multiplier, 3a* > 0 s. 
that is + Y^ BijCj. + = . . . , 
>•=1 .7 = 1 
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So, we get 
(F'ixkYF'ixk) + a*I)C = {B + = -g 
a*{Ak-\\C\\)=0 
To show a* > 0, consider BC + 9 = Let A = b = B^ g. 
Want to show A^y > 0 for some y s.t. b^y < 0 has no solution. 
If it is true, by Farka's Lemma, 3A > 0 s.t. B^ + g = M'-C) a* = X > 0 
A^y > {Cfy < 0 and b^y<0=> a*(Cfy > 0 
Clearly { C f y + 0, Suppose (f)了y < 0 
consider for any > 0 
c + = Iiri|2 + S^\\y\\ + 26{Cfy < Al for 5 small enough 
少(r) < 少(r + sy) = ^(c) + •例 r) •知+o � 
= 少 + + 了 ⑷ 
=少(r) — � 
c^^iCVy < 0 
A^y > 0 for some y s.t. iFy < 0 has no solution. • 
Next we further show that the a^ in lemma 1, that is ||Cfc’afc|| = + 
akl)~^gk\\ = Afc is unique. The uniqueness follows from the following lemma([17 
Lemma 4.2 
If Hess{J) + al is positive definite, then is strictly decreasing as a in-
creases. 
Proof: We have showed {Hess{J) + al)^{a)=—仏 where 
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V—-— 
Let Ai > . . . > An > 0 be the eigenvalues of Hess{J) and v\. 
responding orthogonal eigenvectors. Then 
vl be the cor-
H^s{J) = (^ Ti . . . Vn) 
(Ai 0 � (—T\ 
� 0 A J [^n / 
and { ？ ) i s a basis of X (as T*T is symmetric), so g = 7i试,where ji = v^g 
= - ( ？ ^ …^^n) 
(Ai + a； 
(An + a) -1 
T\ 
V, T E 
II 
- l i 
Ai + a Vi 
制丨|=(S( _2L Ai+a 
2\ 
=>• ||^ (q;)|| is strictly decreasing as a increases. • 
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4.3 Convergence of trust region method 
We now start to analyze the convergence of trust region method. Actually, trust 
region methods have been well developed for well-posed problems, the analysis on 
its convergence for well-posed problems can be found in many publications, for 
example [1], [22]. Trust region performs very well for smooth objective functions, 
Powell has showed that if the objective function is good enough that some condi-
tions are satisfied, the convergence of trust region method can be superlinear[22 . 
However, for inverse problems, it is not likely to have a smooth objective function 
to be solved. We have to add some other assumptions([17]) for nonlinear inverse 
problems. 
4.3.1 Notations and Assumptions 
(a) Assumptions 
For a certain ball B C D{F) around the exact solution x* of F{x) = y and 
some 1 > cZ > 0, F satisfies the local property. 
F{x) — F(x) - F'(x)(x -x)|| < d\\F{x) - F{x)\\ \/ x,x e B (4.5) 
If we replace x by x*, x by Xfc, we have 
y - F{xk) - F'{xk)[x* - < d\\y - F{xk)\\ 0<d< (4.6) 
From this and the stopping rule "Stop if \\y — F{xk)\\ < £”, then we assume 
y - F{xk) — > ci\\y — Ci 6 (d, 1) (4.7) 
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(b) Notations 
We let n = F\xk) 9k = - F ' ( x k n y - F � ) 
= -inn + ajy'gk 
the residual resk = y — F{xk) 
Before we start to use the assumptions above to analyze the convergence of trust 
region method, we may first know more about what the assumptions imply. As-
sumptions (4,6), (4.7) imply that, 
y - F{xk) - F'{xk){x* - Xk) 
< d\\y - F{xk) 
< ci\\y- F{xk) 
< \\y - F{xk) - ( 感 Ofc (4.8) 
Consider a minimization problem 
(4.9) 
One can see that the solution of (4.9) is the same as the solution of (4.2) if the 
solution of (4.9) “ satisfies < A^, that is in this case, we should have for all 
A VI 
y — F{xk) - < \\y 一 F{xk) -
which imply that if \\x* - Xk\\ < Afc, (4.8) will fail. This shows that the assump-
tions cannot hold when Xk is close to x* and A^ is too large. 
4.3.2 Convergence for exact data 
We first show the convergence of trust region method for exact data, that is S = 0. 
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Theorem 4.3(see [17]) 
Assume the assumption (2(a)) holds and T^T^ + otjJ is positive definite. Then 
- Xkf - ||:r+ - (xk + 6:，cJir > 2(ci - d)\\{TkT* + akl)-^resk\\\\resk\\ 
(4.10) 
0；+ is the exact solution of 2.1 
To simplify our proof, we first derive the followings: 
(EO) 
inn+akir'n = mnn+o^kiy 
Consider for any x such that 
Let w = (TfeT； + akl)-^x 
= (TkT* + akl)w 
^nx = Tiny + a^y 
which prove the claim. 





resk - Tkik,ak 
=reSk + Tk{T;;n + aJ)-'gk 
=resk + Tk{T*Tk + akiy'i-T^reSk) 
=resk - + a jy '^resk (from EO) 
=( / — Tkmnr： + ajy'yesk • 
HTkT： + a j y i n n + al){l - TkT^inn + cckl)-')resk 
={TkT： + akI)-\nT；： + oij - 赃 + a,I)n{T;:n + akI)-'Ti:)res, 
+ akI)-\nT* + a j - T.nyesk 
=ak{TkT；； + akiy'resk 
reSk - Tk^ k,akII = Oik\\{TkTj^  + akl)~^resk\\ < \\resk 
\\y - F{xk) — F'{xk){xk+i - Xfc)!! < \\y - F{xk) 
={reSk, mnn + akimnr* + a*/)-Ves,) 
=[reSk, nr^inr； + ajy^resk) 
(reSkilVmnn + ajjr^esk) 
=(resfc, (TkT* + + aJY^resu) - {reSk, Mn^ + c^kl)-''resk) 
=((TfcT； + akfr^resk, resk) — ak(resk, {JVK + Q f^c/)—Ves )^ 
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=l&cjl 一 2(6;’afc，“ ) + ll^ fc 
=(resk, nmnT* + akiy'resk) - 2{{nT： + akiy'resk^n^^) + ||� 
= - { r e s k , TkT;{nTl + a^yresk) . 
+ 2[{{TkT； + akiy'resk, reSk) - ak{resk, {TkT； + aJY^esk) 
(五3) 
-2((TfcT； + a ^ l V r e S k ^ m t ) + (E4) 
= — | | 6 ; ’ a � 2 
+ 2{{TkTl + (Xkiy �reSk, resu - JUiH 
-2afc(resfc, (T^T； + akiy^resk) + ‘ 
I fe a I 4 
= + 2ak(resk, (JVT: + akiy^resk) 
-2{{TkT： + afc/)-Vesfc’ reSk - n^t) 
>2afc||(TfcT； + akiy'reskf - 2||(TfcT； + akl)-'resk\\\\resk -
=2\\{nT： + akI)-'reSk\\{ak\\{nT* + aj)-'resk\\ _ \\resk - � ^ 4 + 
>2(ci - d)\\{TkTk + akl)~^resk\\\\resk\\ {El + assumption) 
• 
Theorem 4.4([17]) 
Assume the assumption holds. Given the exact data y, the sequence {xjt} gen-
erated by the trust region algorithm converges to a solution of F{x) = y as 
k oo 
Proof : Let e,- = x'^ - Xi, i e N 
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For any A:, / G N with k > I, let j G { / , . . . , /c} s. 
y - F{xj)\\ < \\y - F(a:i)|| Vi = /，...，A: 
consider \\ej — e/|p = 一 丨l^ jlP + 2(ej,e^ — e；) 




=> XJ — XI 
inn + resk = y - F{xk) 
Ttwk where Wk = {T^T； + a j y ' r e s k 
n 
n + fn，an = . . . = Xq + ^ T^Wi 
(ej，ej - ei) 
= - Xj -x"^ + xi)\ = I < ^ 
TiCj 
WI TiCj 
=\Tiei - 00 i 
= \\F\xi)ei + F{xi)-y-F'{xi){xj-Xi)+y-F{xi) — F{xj) + F{xj) 
<\\y - F{xi) - F\xi)ei\\ + \\F{xj) - F(xi) — F'{xj)(xj - x. 
+ \\y-F{xj)\\ 
<d\\y - F(xi)|| + d\\F{xj) - F(a;i)|| + \\y - F{xj)\\ 
<d\\y — F(a;OI| + d{\\y — F(xj)\\ + \\y - F(xi)||) + \\y - F{xi) 
={l+3d)\\y-F{x. 
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{ej^ej -ei)\ < Y^ ||(TJ； + a,/)-VeSi||((l + 3d) 
< 
ej -ei = 
< 
Similarly, \\ej — ek\\^  < 
resi 
l + Sd 
x^ - Xi 
00 oc ^  
X^ — Xi 
2(ci - d) 
1 + Ci + 
Ci — d 
1 + ci +2d + _ .. 2 
- - [X — Xj 
Ci — a 
oT - X, 
+ 2(ej, Cj — ei 
00 j 
工 + — Xk 
Xk-Xi 
X Hilbert ^ X lim x^ = x 
fc—>oo 
I- F{x) = y 
consider \\y — F{xk)] ^ — 
< 2(||j;fc - XjW^ + \\xj - xi 
=2(||efc — ejW^ + \\ej - ei 
< 2 x^ - Xi 1 + Ci + 2d 
ci — d 
{xk} is a Cauchy sequence. 
x'^ - Xk 
reskl ^ < resk 2(ci-d)||t/;fc|| 
Wk = {TkT； + ajywesk � HresJ < ||TfcT； + akl\\\\wk\\ < (||71,||2 + a^) Wk 
1 < \\Tk\\^+ak 
lliwfcll — WreskW 
Also, by our assumption, ||Tfc|| is uniformly bounded. Suppose is also bounded, 
then 
3M s.t. \\y - F{xk)f < 
M 
2(ci - d) 
- Xk X^ - Xk+I 
So, Y. \\y -厂⑷l|2 converge F{xk) y 
i=Q 
...0； is a solution of F{x) = y. • 
(iw) 
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To complete the proof, we need to show {a^} is uniformly bounded. 
Lemma 4.5([17]) 
Let Afc,pfc，afc as in algorithm. There exists a constant t<; > 0 s. 
Ak > for all k. Moreover, {afc} is uniformly bounded. 
Proof: Suppose not, Vw > 0, 3k s.t. Ajt < w\\gk 
Afc. 
IM 3{/cJ s.t. Afc.+i < A A；, and 0 as i oo 
Notice that < A, 
consider Predk, = ^ k M -
Also, Aredki 
:.Tk 
> 〜 ( 0 ) -少 f c i 
9ki 





as z — o o 
Precki + 0{Al 
Aredkj 
Predk, 
Predk, + OjAl 
Predki 
l + 0 ( 
(from Hess{J)k — Hess{J)k) 
A.. 
9ki 
— 1 as i —)• oo 
for i large, by the algorithm 
Contradiction 
T f c ^ a -
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^ ^ is bounded. 
And Afc = WiTi^ Tk + akiy 'gk 
< 
< 




OCk < A; < - Mk w 
• 
4.3.3 Regularity For Inexact Data 
Assume that y is contaminated by noise, i.e., instead of y, we may then have a 
perturbed version ys with an error level 5 such that \\y — ？^丨丨 < S. 
In this case, the solution of the ill-posed problem may be very sensitive to the 
small perturbations in the right hand side y. For the algorithm, the stopping rule 
we choose is the discrepancy principle, i.e., 
the iteration should be terminated at the first occurrence of the index k such that 
F{xi)-ys\\<r6 T > 1 (4.11) 
where r > 1 is the dominant parameter and can be chosen by users. 
Theorem 4.6([17]) 
Assume that the assumption holds and T^ T^ * + aiJ is positive definite. Let 
T � 肖 . T h e algorithm terminates after k{5) < oo iterations, where k{5) is 
the smallest iteration index k s.t. \\ys — < T6 
Moreover, /c = 0’ 1,2 ’ . . 
is such that F(x+) = y. 
A;⑷， ；r 丁 — x\ is monotonically decreasing, where x + 
From the proof for that of the exact data, 
equality (4.6) also holds for 你That is, 
just need to prove that the in-
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30 <ds< 1’ Ito — F{4) — - xfOII < dsWys - F{xi 
consider ys-F{xi)-F'{xi){x^-4) 
< S + d\\y-F{xi 
< (1 + d)S + d\\ys - F{xi] 
l-\-d-\-rd 
T 
ys - F{xl) 
And by our choice of r, 0 < = ^ + rf < 1. So we get (4.6), and 3c5 s. 
(4.7) holds. 
Then by the similar arguments for the case of exact data, we have 
— X k+l < 
V I 2 \/ c o f c 
I 
工+ - 4 
Ms 
2(Q — ds) 
I 
+ X ；r 丁 — X s k+l 
k(S)-l 
Then we have k{6yS^ < 亡 \\ys - F{xi)f < oo k{S) finite. 
fc=0 
Theorem 4.7 
Assume that F'{xl) —>• F'{xk) as (5 一 0，then the iterates { x f } generated by the 
algorithm converge to a solution oi y = F{x) as A; —^  oo (5 — 0. 
Proof: First we show that for fixed k, — a s (5 0, where {xa：} is gener-
ated with exact data. We show this by induction. Assume 6 0, x^ ^ Xk and 
Al = Afc, clearly it is true for A; = 0. By assumption and continuity, 
ys — y F{xi) ^ F{xk) F'ixi) F'ixk) 
Consider 
(FXxkTF'ixk) + akI)-'F'{xky{F{xk) - y)\\ = A, 
(F'ixiYF'ixi) + ail)-'F'{xiy{F{xi) - ys)\\ = Al 
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As the operation || . || and (.)一1 are continuous(F'*F' + a l is always positive 
definite.), therefore a^ 一 ctk when ys y, F{x l ) — F{xk) and F'{xl) —> F'{xk). 
And so, 
过 = - { F ' i x i Y F ' i x i ) + ail)-'F\xlyiF{4) - ys) 
— + akiy'r^XkYiFixk) - y) 
=ik . 
,=j{xi) - jjxj+a) 
J{Xk) - J{Xk + ^k) 
一崎;0 
= n 
fc+i Therefore, we have a ; 乞 = rrf, + Xk + k^ = ^k+i- And the size of A乞 
depends on 九�1 一 Tk 力 A 交 = A^+i. 
For any subsequence {^( (^}…k{5n) — oo as n — oo. WLOG, take k{6m) > 
k{Sn) for m> n. Then 
X k{Sr X 
(4.8) < Ikfe.) -
< 
0 
"•^工 + as (5 一 0 and k ^ oo 
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4.4 Experiment On Trust Region Method 
4.4.1 Problem Setting 
In the experiment, we are using the following nonlinear Fredholm integral equa-
tion of the first kind in [17, 
F{x){t) = / k{t, s, x(s))ds = y(t), t e [e, f (4.12) 
with the kernel k{t, s,x(s)) = log , and y(t) is the measured term. 




(t, s, x{s))u{s)ds, t E [e,f 
while ^(t s xis))- 卵-咖)） while - 一 + (工 (…-丑 ) 2 
To solve (4.12) numerically, we choose linearly independent basis functions {(/>)•}口 c 
X = Hl{a, b) and take approximations x{s) = J^jZo 工j.As), x = (xq, X i , . . . , Xn-\Y G 
Rn. The integral operator F gives rise to an operator Fmn : R " — R*", and F'(x) 
yields an m x n matrix, 
Fmn{x)]i = / k{ti,s,x(s))ds, l<i<m 
J a 
fb dk 
FU^) dx (M, s, x{s))(f)j.i{s)ds, l<i<m,l<j <n 
where (pj (s) are the standard linear basic functions 
= 
S — Si — I • r 产 r 
if S G [sj-uSj 
if s G [sj,5j+i 0 else 
Sj = jh,h = ； = 0， n — 
In the following experiment, we choose [a, b] = [e, / ] = [0,1], H = 0.1. Our 
true function is Xtrue(s) = 1.3s(l — s) + 0.2, and it is discretized by evaluating it 
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at the points Si to give the {i + l)th components of x. y is generated by integral 
(4.12), to simulate the practical problem, the perturbed ys is chosen by 
ys = ytrue + T ~ . 7 - ^ X Tand{size{ytrueS) 
4.4.2 Algorithm 
Project X to an n-dimensional subspace Y to an m-dimensional subspace 
^tn-
Step 1 Choose parameters 0 < rs < r4 < 1 < ri, 0 < tq < r2 < 1, r2 > 0 
Initial value xq, region Aq > 0; Set k = 0 
Step 2 If the stopping rule is satisfied, then STOP; 
一 
Else, find a a； and use it to calculate “ = —{Hess{Jn)k + OikI)~^ grad{Jn)\ 
Step 3 Compute r^, Xk+i and choose A^+i, where =Aredk = J^fa) — Jm{xk + gfc) 
- P r e d k — ^ . ( 0 ) —屯 
Xk if n < To, 
= 
Xk + ik otherwise. 
A . J"3||6:||,T4Afc] if Tfc < r2, 
A/e+i G \ 
Afc, TiAfc] otherwise 
Step A k = k-\-1;Evaluate grad{Jn)k and Hess{Jn)k\ Goto Step 2 
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where 
( 工 ） ~ 2 ^'Tin(^) — Um 
屯 = {9rad{Jn)k,0 + 
grad{Jn)k = grad{Jn){xk) = F^^{xk)'^{Fmn{xk) 一 Vm) 
The parameter is solved by applying Newton's method to the nonlinear equa-tion Tkiak)= ~il — ^ = 0. The iteration formula can be given as 
a+=ak- A, 
The following algorithm([17]) updates ak by Newton's method 
Algorithm(Newton's method for computing a^) 
Until ||a+ - ak\\ < tol do 
Stepl Factor TjTfc + a j = R^R. 
Step2 Solve = -9k-
Step3 Solve R^w = • 
Step4 L e t a + … （ 制 2 ( 1 _ 铺 . 
To start the algorithm, we need to decide the dimensions(n,m) of the dis-
cretized subspace Xn and Ym, perturbation 5, the parameter r > 1 for the stop-
ping rule ||F(a;fc) — ys\\ < r6 and initial values a;。，Aq and a � . 
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4.4.3 Experiment Results 
In the following tests, we choose Aq = 0.001, ao = 0.01, 
Change w.r.t. r 
We first consider xq = 0.5 * ones{n, 1). 
To be more practical, I choose the perturbation around 1% of \\ys 
For m=30, fooll « 5.1993, take S = 0.05 
For m=60，\\yeo\\ ^  7.3541, take 6 = 0.07 
Prom figure 4.1 and 4.2, the results show that the output approximation so-
lutions are stable with respect to r. 
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Figure 4.1: n=m=30, S = 0.05, r = 1,1.3,1.7,2 
Figure 4.2: n=m=60, S = 0.07, r = 1,1.5，2 
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Change w.r.t. S 
We try to test the algorithm with different perturbations. Here we choose n=m=30, 
T = 1, xq = 0.5 * ones{n, 1). 
Z 一、....、 . 
、/ / 
/ \ < 
. / \ < 
/ \ 
• ( 
).5 .Z一 — — � \ -




0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
del-0.15 del-0.005 
b / \ 
/ \ 
: : z — \ 
： / \i 
Figure 4.3: n=m=30, r = 
Prom figure 4.3，we see that the perturbation 6 cannot be too large. Also we 
can see that a better approximation can be obtained if we choose a smaller 6. 
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Change with initial function xq 
We test with initial function xq = k* ones{n, 1)，where k = 0.1,0.3，0.7，0.9. Here 
we choose n=m=30, r = 1, S = 0.05. 
"o 
一 〜 - 、 ’ 
/ \ 
Figure 4.4: n=m=30, r = 1 
The figure shows that Xq converges to the true solution for 0.3 < /c < 0.9, but 
the algorithm gives a very bad approximation for xq = 0.1 * ones(n, 1)，maybe 
the assumptions fail for xq = 0.1 * ones{n, 1). It shows that the choice of the 
initial a^ o is important. 
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4.5 Trust Region Conjugate Gradient Method 
Trust region method has been established for a long time and it has been proved 
and showed that it is an efficient algorithm to solve well posed minimization prob-
lems. It has been also showed by Wang([17],[18],[19]) that trust region method 
is convergent and stable for solving nonlinear inverse problems. We would like to 
know how the trust region method performs in practical use. In previous section, 
we have worked out some experiments using trust region method. It is observed 
that when Lagrange multiplier parameter ak is very close to zero, which is always 
the case when ||a;+ — o : � i s getting small, the trust region algorithm above cannot 
give a further better approximation. It may be because when ak is close to zero, 
the computation of ^k = —{Hess{Jn)k + CikI)~^grad{Jn)k may not be accurate 
as the matrix {Hess{Jn)k + ctk^) may be in bad condition. Therefore we would 
like to avoid exact computation of inverse of (Hess(Jn)k + QffcJ) in iterations. 
For problem (2.3), Powell[22] has proved that if J is bounded below and g = 
grad{J) is uniformly continuous, and further suppose the Hessian approximation 
matrix Hess(J)k is symmetric and 
Hess{J)k\\ < a + 
for some a, 6 > 0, then if 
Predk = ^fc(O)-少fcteO > c\\gk\\ min{Afc，——} 
where the notations are those in previous section. Then the trust region algo-
rithms convergent. 
Although the conditions stated by Powell are not always satisfied by nonlinear 
inverse problems, it suggested the convergence of trust region method can still 
be obtained even if (4.2) is not solved exactly. Due to the advantage for solving 
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large-scale optimization problems of Conjugate Gradient Method. Trust region-
CG method is one of the common ways for us to consider. 
Recall that we want to solve (4.2) 
mm^kiO = llfll < A^ (4.13) 
in Step 2 of the trust region algorithm mentioned before.. Here we give the trun-
cated conjugate gradient method([18]) to solve (4.13) inexactly. 
Truncated Conjugate Gradient Method 
Step 1 Given So = 0，0 < < 1’ compute g�=•功fc(So) = 9k 
Set / = 0, rfo = —gt 
Step 2 Uk = y s - F{xk)； If ||TfcSi — Uk\\ < ri||t/fc||, stop, output (k = s/； 
compute d[T;^ Tkdi： if d[T^Tkdi = 0, the go to step 4; Calculate a；= 
9i di 
~djT*Tkdi 
Step 3 If \\si + aidiW > A^, then go to step 4; 
Set si+i = Si + aidi and gf^^ = gf + oqTj^Tkdi; 
II 吟 l|2 
compute A = di+i = -gf^^ + / = / + 1, go to step 2. 
Step 4 Compute a\ > 0 satisfies \\si + = Ajt 
Set k^ = Si + a\di and stop 
Before we talk about the algorithm and its convergence, it is better for us to 
know some important properties of Conjugate Gradient Method (see [1]): 
1. Stop in at most m iteration, where m is the dimension of X(Remind that 
we assume X is finite dimension). 
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2. = S/^k{si+i) = T*TkSi+, + g^  = T�TkSi+i - T*ik 
item {gffgf = 0 and (Tj^Tldi, dj) = 0 for i # j 





For step 1 to step 3 in the algorithm, it is the usual conjugate gradient method 
when d[Tj^Tkdi > 0 and \\si + aidi\\ < A^. In contrast, when dfTj^Tkdi = 0 and 
\si + aidiW > Afc, conjugate gradient method cannot be applied anymore and so 
we have the step 4. If the algorithm stops in step 1 to step 3, the decrease in 
model function, that is "^ ki^ k) < ^fc(O), is ensured by the well-developed conver-
gence of conjugate gradient method. We want that it is also true if the algorithm 
stops in step 4. It can be showed by following preposition. 
Preposition 4.8 The solution found in step 4，that is af > 0 satisfies ||5/ + 
atdi = Afc, solve the minimization problem 
mm 
Proof: Consider 
少(a) = gi (sz + adi) + -{si + adif Bk{si + adi) (where Bk =『：了於) 
= g l s i + agldi + ^sfBkSi + adjBkSi + ^a'^djBkdi 
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Uc[[Bkdi = 0,hy{gf)^di = gldi, 
屯(a) = -a\\gf\\^ + glsi + ^fBkS 卜 
clearly a* is the minimizer of 少(a). 
If c/fBkdi > 0, but ||s/ + OiidiW > Afc，set 
0 = 作 ) = { g f Y d i + adjB.di 
^ ^ {gfVd, 
Therefore, by assumptions, the minimizer is on the boundary, that is alpha*. And 
so we have ^^(ffc) < ^k{si) < S . . . S ^fc(so)=少)t(0). 
4.5.1 Notations and Assumptions 
Before we start the analysis of the convergence of Trust Region-CG Method, we 
introduce some other notations([18]). With d � = —gk = T斤k, assume di = T^zi, 
have 
di+i =—"广+1 + Ml = T*(-nsi - aiTkdi + Uk) + Pidi 
=T* (Uk — TkSi — aiTkdi + pizi) 
Let ri=Uk — TkSi, then 
n+i =Uk- TkSi+i = ri - cqTkdi 
then we can write down, di = T^zi 
zi+i = n+i + Pizi 
0-/+1 = 1 + Pm 
with So = 0, do = —gk, zq = ro = Uk and ctq = 1. 
Consider an 1-1 relation between s G span{T;^Uk, TlTkT^Uk,..., {TlTkY-^T^Uk}= 
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span{do, c/i，...，di-i} and p G 11° := {polynomial of deg < /;/?(0) = 1}, via 
Uk - ns = p{nT;:)uk 
Define an inner product of 11/ := {polynomial of deg < /} , 
{p,q) = {p{nn)uk.q{Tkn)u,) 
Define pi G 11° be the polynomial associated with si. By the definition of si, we 
have {pi,pi) < {p,p) for all p e Ilf. 
For any q e and t G R, p(入)=pi{X) + tAg(A) G 11?. Consider | |t=o = 
0，we have for all q G 11/_1 
fe, M) = 0 
By writing pi = 1 - Aqi-i for some 切—i G 
(Pi, 1> = (Pi,Pi) 
By Mathematical Induction, we can write zi = mi{TkTj^)uk for some mi G 11/ 
zi+i = + Pizi 
= Uk- TkSi+i + PiZi 
={Pi+i{TkT：) + Pimi{TkT:))uk 
=>• rni+iW = Pi+iW + PimW 
Therefore m/(0) and ai has the same recurrence relation, that is m/(0) = ai. 
Let rhi = then mi G Ilf and 
�mi, mi) 2 =—— 
It is showed by Hanke[23] that (thi^mi) is strictly decreasing with I. 
Here we come to the assumptions([18]) for convergence. 
Assumptions: 
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(a) For a certain ball B C D{F) around the exact solution x* of F{x) = y and 
some 1 > d > 0, F satisfies the local property. 
F{x) - F{x) - F'(x)(x — J)II < d\\F{x) - \f x,x e B (4.14) 
(b) Let = —：Tfc, 
y - F{xk) - < uWy - 0 < a; < 1 
Uk - <co Uk 
(4.15) 
(c) in each inner iteration, s/ satisfies 
Uk - TkSi > uji Uk 秘?=等,7〉2 
= (i；)^^ > ^ 
(4.16) 
Assumption (c) can be obtained if we can choose the termination parameter Ti 
in STEP 2 in the trust region-CG algorithm be the number uji here. If the op-
posite inequality of assumption (c) is satisfied, we stop the inner iteration. And 
if Ti = cji, with assumption (b), we can ensure that if the minimizer of problem 
(4.2) is found inside the region Ak, the inner algorithm stops. Compare with the 
trust region algorithm stated before, the iterates “ is always assumed to satisfy 
l^ fcll = Afc which is not clear to be true for general objective function. Trust 
region-CG algorithm accept “ < Afc seems to be more practical. 
Claim: If f^c is the minimizer of (4.2) and \\^k\\ < A^, then 
Tkik - f^cll < Til Uk 
and so the inner algorithm stops. 
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Proof: We have showed before the minimizer of (4.2) is also the minimizer of 
mm 
2 Tk^ - Uk 
when \\^k\\ < A. Suppose not, \\Tk^ k — > ri||ufc||, then with assumption 
Ti=Ui> u, 
^ll^fcll < Till^ fc 
< \\Tk^k - Uk 
< - ^ 
< w Uk 
^^Contradiction. 
4.5.2 Convergence Properties for Exact Data 
By the properties of conjugate gradient method, the inner algorithm for each k 
iteration stops in finite steps, say in Ik iterations. That is “ = su. 
Preposition 4.9([18 
Uk — TkSiW^ + - > 
Zl Uk 
(^k 
Proof:As {mi, mi) is decreasing, 
zi < ZQ 
cri ctq 
Uk 











Theorem 4.10 — is strictly decreasing and 
f
 > \ 7 fc H -7 6 / ( \ > I I 2 
1=0 
(4.18) 
















2 - 2(广-Si, aiT^zi) + {aiT^zi, aiT^zi) 
2 - ai{2nt - msi - aiTkdu Zi) 
-Oii{uk - TkSi, Zi) — ai{uk - TkSi+i, zi) + 2ai{uk - Tfc€+’ zi) 
Therefore, we have 
\\c -sif-\\e -si+i 
=oci (pi, mi) + ai {pi+i,mi} - 2ai{uk 一 了fc€+’ zi) 
>aiai{{pi, 1) + {pi+u 1)) - 2az||tifc — (as m/(A) = aiXq{X), 3q e 11/—i: 
>aiai{{pi,pi) + {pi+upi+i)) - 2aiu\\uk\\\\zi\ 
� ( 7 - 2)a;Q!/||wfc||||2r/| 
...strictly decreasing. By taking summation and Sq = 0, we get 
ik-i 
1=0 
By definition, = x* - Xk and - si^ = {x* - Xk) - {xk+i — Xk) = x* - Xk+i, 
we conclude that \\x* — Xk\\ is decreasing. 
To show the convergence, we have to show Xk — x*. Let w^ = 
then 
工 fc+l = Zfe + sik 
ik-i 
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From assumption (a), if we take x = x*, x = Xk, we can get 
Uk - 了fcCMl < d\\uk 
which is the assumption (b) with uo = d. Use this inequality, we can derive a 
similar result([18]) of (4.10) 
h-
d{l - 2) 
X* - - \\x* - Xfc+iin > \\Uk\\ ^ 
1=0 
where the right hand side 
1. > ll^fclllkfc 
Proof: 
ik-i ik-i 
Wk ^OiiZiW < ^ai\\zi 
1=0 
(4.19) 
2. > \\Tk\\-^ Uk 
Proof: 
ik-i 




2 - 2 > Tk ~ Uk 
Theorem 4.11 {rrfc} is a Cauchy sequence([18]). 
Proof: Let ek = x* — Xk, 
Given k^jeN with k > j. Let v e {j,... be chosen s.t. 
y - 作 � | < \\y - i = j 
For this e„, we have 
C71 3/71 OC1 
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TiCy — Tj^i — Tl {^y — €"1 
< \\y — F(xi) - F\xi)ei\\ + ||F(x,) - F{xi) - F'{xi){e^ - e^ 
\\y - F{x^)\\ 
< d\\y - F{xi)\\ + d\\F{x^) - + - F(x^) 
< 2d\\y - + (1 + d)\\y — F{x,) 
< {l + Sd)\\y-F{x. 
一 Sj _ Cjf 一 Sy + 5 Sy _ Cj ^  




00 00 n 
CC ^ r 
00 OC "1 










2(1 +3d) ^ 
00 JO'S X - Xi+i 
< C{\\x* — XjW^ — — Xi 
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where C = ^ ^ + 1. Similarly, 
Cfc 一 Cy 
d(7—2) 
< + — Sk) 








X — Xk 
X -Xk 
+ 2 | Z ( e � X ) 
i=v 
k-l 
+ 2^ 丨|7>”丨|丨丨1(；4 
i=v 
k-l 
+ 2(1 + ^ II?/ - F{xi) Wi 
< 
<C{ 
00 I ‘ ‘ OCt 2 2(1 + 3句 y T 孙 十 M � — 9 、 乙 
fc-i 
d{l — 2) 
CC —"" CCj X — Xi+i 
00 OOq X - Xk 
Hence, from 
工k - 工 = \\ej 一 efcl 2 
e” 一 €r 
< 2C(l\x* - Xjll^ - \\x* - Xk 
as \\x* - Xjfcll is monotonic decreasing and bounded below by 0, we conclude that 
{xfc} is a Cauchy sequence. Further with ||rfc|p < M for some constant M > 0, 





d(n - 2) fc=0 
X — Xk X - Xk+I 
which implies that F {xk) y, that is = Xk = x* which satisfies 
F{x*) = y. 
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4.5.3 Regularity for Inexact Data 
As we have mentioned before, observation y is often contaminated by noise, i.e., 
instead of 仏 we may then have a perturbed version ys with an error level 6 such 
that \\y — < 5. 
For trust region-CG algorithm, we choose our stopping rule as 
ys - < r > (4.20) 
Assume r > 
1 — a 
Let the algorithm terminates after k{6) < oo iterations, where k{S) is the smallest 
iteration index k s.t. \\ys — F(:r“))|| < rS. 
Theorem 4.12 A: = 0，1, 2 , . . . , k{S), 
X* is such that F{x*) = y([18]). 
X —x\ is monotonically decreasing, where 
Proof: Prom the proof for that of the exact data, we just need to prove that the 
inequality (4.15) also holds for y^.That is, 
30 < < 1, Wys - F(4) - F^(xi){x* - xl)\\ < usWys — F{xi 
consider y5-F{xi)-F'{xi){x^-xl) 
< S + d\\y-F{xi 
一 x\ 
< (1 + d)6 + d\\ys - F{xi) 
？ A 5 - F ( : 4 ) 丨 I � < 
+ d + Td 
T 
ys - F{xi] 
And by our choice of r, 0 < = ^ + d < 1. So we get (4.15), 
Then by the similar arguments for the case of exact data, we have 




d{l6 — 2) X — Xi 工一工fc+1 
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k(6)-l 
Then we have A ; � 沪 S £ - F(4)||2 <00=^ k{S) finite. 
k=0 
Assume that F{x) and F'{x) is continuous in D{F). 
Preposition 4.13 For any fixed A:, —> as 5 —>• 0. 
Proof: We prove the result by Mathematical induction. Notice that we start 
at the same initial guess, that is Xq =工。’ assume rrf 一 工於 as 一 0. 
Xk+\ = + sik 
ifc-i 
= Xk-h F'(Xk)* 
i=0 
C o 
5 + II 1 + 
r o f c 
Ik-
=4 + F\xiy 
i=0 
then consider 
工fc+l 一 ^k+l 
<\\xi-Xk\\ + 114 -Sk 
Zfc-1 /fc-1 
<114 - 工 』 + -叫而)ii +11(^4) - F\x,)) ^ a 沟 
i=0 
<||4 - + (4)11(4 - 1) max{||a,^ 2;f - aiZi\\} 
ifc-i 
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By continuity, 
^ 0, xi Xk 
-> F'ixi) — F'{x,) 
—^ c^i, z- — Zi 
Therefore, we have k+l ^k+l-
Theorem 4.14 The iterates {x^} generated by the trust region-CG algorithm 
converge to a solution oi y = F{x) as k ^ oo and 6 一 0([18 
Proof: Consider if k{6) — oo when (5 — 0 
For any subsequence {k{Sn)}ni — oo as n — oo. WLOG, take A;(、）> 
k{Sn) for m > n. Then 











Parameter identification problem is a problem that deal with the reconstruction of 
unknown function or geometric objects appearing as parameters, like coefficients, 
boundary values, in systems of differential equations. Parameter identification 
problems play an important role in many applications in science and industry. A 
parameter identification problem is a kind of inverse problem in the sense that 
it somehow inverts the process of solving the differential equations. The forward 
problem is to solve the system of differential equations with system parameters 
and appropriate boundary conditions given. Like other kinds of inverse problems, 
parameter identification problems are usually ill-posed. 
Consider the following elliptic PDE: 
- V . (a(x)Vn(:c)) + b{x)u{x) = f{x) xeft (5.1) 
where H is an open bounded domain in M^ with a boundary F consisting of two 
parts Fi and [2. a, b and f are assumed to ensure the forward problem (that 
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is to solve u in (5.1) with a, h and f given) can be solved. Here we use q{x) 
to denote the parameter which is to be identified. Typically we have parameter 
identification problems in the following forms: 
I Identify q{x) = a{x) in (5.1); 
b) Identify q{x) = b{x) in (5.1); 
c) Identify q{x) = f{x) in (5.1); 
d) Identify q{x) = on Fi in (5.1), with n = 0 on 厂2; 
e) Given Robin boundary condition a{x)^{x) + q{x)u{x) on V. Identify q{x) 
in (5.1) 
To solve q{x), which is an inverse problem , it is common to solve a minimization 
problem: 
geSi?叫 J � � + 箸 (5.2) 
where is the observation, a is a regularization parameter, u e V^ V = Hq(H) 
for the cases (a),(b) and (c); V = {u G u = Oon [2 } for the case (d); 
V = Hi(Q) for the case (e). 
Some well-developed and commonly used methods for solving (5.2) are steepest 
descent method, quasi-Newton method and nonlinear conjugate gradient method. 
Recall their idea of algorithm, 
Steepest descent (SD): 
f^c+i =qk 一 PfcVJ(gfc) 
pk is usually determined by line-search methods, for example Wolfe's rule(see 
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Quasi-Newton(QN): 
Qk+i =qk- PkMkVJ{qk) 
Mk is updated by the formula of BFGS(see [1]) and we choose Mq = I. 
Nonlinear Conjugate Gradient (NLCG): 
<Ik+i =Qk + Pkdk “ 
dk = - VJ(gfc) 
do = - VJ(go) 
Pk is calculated by the formula of Polak-Ribiere(PR) (see [1 
Detailed algorithm will be given later, here we observe that in order to apply 
steepest descent method, quasi-Newton method and nonlinear conjugate gradient 
method to solve (5.2), we have to compute the gradient VJ(g). Consider for any 
unit vector p, 
、 , 玄 — 0 t 
二2 ！1》7[〈以(“+ 如 、 一 之 ， + tP) 一之〉一 HQ) - 2，収⑷- z ) 
+ a{{V{q + tp), \/{q + tp)) - (Vg, V^))] 
= 2 ！ i j ?[�"(") - z + 飾 ⑷ . P + - 2 + tVu{q) . p + o{t)) 
-{u{q) - z, u{q) -z)+ 2at (Vg, Vp) + o � ] 
1 2t {u{q) - z, Vu{qfp) + o{t) + a[2t (Vg, Vp>] + o{t) =—lim — 
2 t-o t 
={u{q) - ^u{qfp) + Q； (Vg, Vp> 
• J � can be computed by considering all unit base functions p. Prom the above 
equation, we see that we need to handle the term Vu{qYp. 
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1. q(x) = a{x) 
The variational form of (5.1) become 
{qVu(q), Vv) 4- {bu(q), v) =�/’ v) \/v eV (5.3) 
Also consider q + tp, 
{{q + tp)Vu{q + tp), Vv) + {bu{q + tp), v) =�/’ v� 
^ {tpVu{q + tp), \/v) + {q{Vu{q + tp) - Vu{q)), \/v) 
+ {b{u{q + tp)-u{q)),v) = 0 
By dividing by t and taking limit ^ ^ 0, we get 
{qVu'{q)p, Vv) + {bu'{q)p, v) = - {pVu{q), Vv) (5.4) 
where 
口乂尸 t—0 t 
is the Gateaux derivative of u{q) for direction p. 
Therefore, if we can find w gY such that, 
{q^w, Vv) + (bw, v) = (u- z, v) \fv eW (5.5) 
Then we have 
•JOlfp =〈以⑷-：’ Vu(qfp} + a (Vq, Vp) 
={gVw, Vu\q)p) + (bw, u'{q)p) + a {Vq, Vp) (from 5.5) 
={q^u'{q)p, Vw) + {bu'{q)p, w) + a {Vq, Vp) 
=-(pVw(g), Vw) + Q： {Vq, Vp) (5.6) 
where u,w eV can be computed by (5.3) and (5.5). 
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2. q{x) = b{x) 
The variational form of (5.1) is 
� a V w � ’ Vi;) + {qu{q),v) =�/’ v) W G V (5.7) 
By the similar steps as in previous case, we can derive 
{a\/u'{q)p, Vv) + (qu'{q)p, v) = - {pu{q),v) 
Therefore, if we can find w eY such that, 
{aVw, \/v) + {qw, v) = {u — z�v) V?; G V (5.8) 
Then we have 
yj{qfp = {u{q) - z, Vu{qfp) + a (Vg, Vp) 
={aVw, Vu'{q)p) + {qw, u\q)p) + a (V^, Vp) (from 5.8) 
= - ( p u � , w ) - \ - a {Vq, Vp> (5.9) 
where u,w eV can be computed by (5.7) and (5.8). 
3. qix) = fix) 
The variational form of (5.1) is 
(aVn(g), Vv) + {bu{q), v) = {q, v) W € V (5.10) 
By the similar steps as in previous case, we can derive 
{a\/u{q)p, \/v) + {bu{q)p, v) = - {p, v) (5.11) 
Therefore, if we can find w eV such that, 
(aVw, Vv) + {bw, v) = {u — z, v) ^v eV (5.12) 
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Then we have 
• J � T p = (u{q) — z，Vu(q)p) + a (Vq, Vp) 
=(aVw, Vu'(q)p) + (bw, u'(q)p) + a (Vg, Vp) 
=-(p,w} -h a (Vq, Vp) 
where w G V can be computed by (5.12). 
(5.13) 
4. q(x) = a(x)^ 
The variational form of (5.1) is 
— / V • (a(x)Vu)vdx + / buvdx = / fvdx 
Jn Jq JQ 
/ a{x)VuS/vdx + / buvdx — / avVu . ndx 
Ja Jn Jr 
/ a{x)VuVvdx 4- / buvdx = / fvdx + / 






〈aW⑷，Vv) + (Mq), v) = (/, v) + {q, v)^^ W e V (5.14) 
where (•, denote the scalar product of space L^(ri), n is the outer unit 
normal and V = {v ^ = Oon [2} . 
By the similar steps as in previous case, we can derive 
{aVu'{q)p, Vv) + (bu'{q)p, v) = 
Therefore, if we can find w e V such that, 
(aVw, Vv) + {bw, v) = {u — z, v) Vi； G V 
Then we have 
yj{qfp = {u{q) - z, V u � p � + a (Vg, Vp) 
=(aVti;, Vu'{q)p) + {bw, u'{q)p) + a {Vq, Vp) 
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where w eV can be computed by (5.16). 
5. g{x) = a(x)^q{x)u{x) 
The variational form of (5.1) is 
— / V • {a{x)\/u)vdx + / buvdx = / fvdx • 
JQ Jn JQ 
/ a(x)VuVvdx + / buvdx — / avVu . ndx = / fvdx 
Jn Jn Jr Jn 
/ a{x)VuVvdx + / buvdx = / fvdx + / a—vdx 
Jn Jn Jn Jr on 
/ a{x)VuVvdx + / buvdx = / fvdx (g — qu)vdx 
Jet Jn Jn Jr 
/ a{x)Vu'Vvdx + / buvdx + / quvdx = / fvdx + / gvdx 
Jn Jn Jr Jn Jr 
{aVu{q)yv) + {bu{q),v) + (qu{q),v)^ = {f,v) + Vi; E V 
(5.18) 
where〈.，.〉『denote the scalar product of space L^(r), n is the outer unit 
normal and V = H i ( f i ) . 
By the similar steps as in previous case, we can derive 
(aVu\g)p, Vv) + (bu'(q)p, v) + (qu'{q)p, v)^ = - {pu, v)^ (5.19) 
Therefore, if we can find w eV such that, 
{aVw, Vv) + (bw, v) + {qw, v)^ = {u- z, v) W G V (5.20) 
Then we have 
• = {u{q) - z, Vu(q)p) + a (Vq, Vp) 
=(aVw, Vu'(q)p} + (bw, u\q)p) + {qw, u'{q)p)j. + a (Vq, Vp) 
=—{pu,切〉r + Q： (Vg, Vp) (5.21) 
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where u,w eV can be computed by (5.18) and (5.20) respectively. 
5.1.1 Computation of VJ(x) 
As said before, for practice computation the space X(= and Y{= 
have to be discretized into a finite dimension space. A frequently used method 
for discretization is a method called Finite Element Method(FEM) [24]. We use 
FEM to compute an approximation of VJ{x). 
One dimension: = fO 
Actually we have use this discretization in our previous experiments, we now 
apply this method for parameter identification problems. Consider the standard 





Sj = jh,h = = 0， n 







 \ ) / 
• J 1 s + 5 . J 1 s I 5 . J o y
s 5 / — \ / — \ G G s s f f • 1 • I 
0 else 
f f o � . = l ’ 2 ’ . 
t i f j = 0，n — 
n-2 
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We can observe that for i = 0,1,2,…，n — 1, s,： = 0, 
M^i)= 
[ 0 if i^j 
Therefore, for any function q(x) G let a vector q = (g^o，仍，…，如-i)了 
where Qi = q{si). Without confusion of a vector and a function, we use the same 
notation q. If we define 
Qh{x) = qoM^) + QiM^) + …+ qn-i(t>n-i{x) 
then qh{si) = q{si) for all z = 0 ,1 , . . . , n — 1. We use qh{^) as an approximation 
of q{x) in n = [0,1]. Take case (a) as an example, 
:a) q{x) = a{x) 
To find y j { x Y p by equation (5.6)，p= we first find u by (5.3). Set 
i^hU'h, ^fcW) + (PhUh, M^)}=〈九,M工Y) (5.22) 
1-1 n-l \ / n-1 n-1 ， 
=0 /=0 
\ i=0 







i = j = k 
ii = j, i — k = 1 
i — j = i = k 
else 





a i = j = k 
if i = j, \i — k\ = 1 
if —力= 1 , i = A: or j = fc 
else 
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(j)i(l)k{x)dx = 




\i i = k 
if |z — /c 
else 

















n - 1 
0 
if 一 j'l = 1, i = A: or = /c 
else 
(l)k(t>i{x)(t)j{x)dx = W^) if ‘=丄 = l 
12(n-l) 
0 
if _ = 1, i = A; or j = /i； 
else 
(f)i(t)k{x)dx = 
3(n-l) if i = k 
6(n-l) 
0 else 
k = 1 
For case (a), V = H^ifl), so we consider /c = 1,. •. ’ n - 2, then (5.22) implies, 
n-1 n-1 . 
•Qk-i ~[Uk—i - Qk~-~Uk-i) + [bk-i 12 (71 -1 ) Wfc-i + bk 1 2 ( n - 1) Uk-\, 
tifc + qk{n - l)uk + Qk+i^^^-^Uk) 
/ n-1 n-1 - ,, 
— 9fc+i—TT-^fc+i) + (Ofc 
1 
6(n - 1) 
2 … ： … 2 
ifk-i+^fk + fk+i) 
\2{n-l) i^fc+i + bk+i 12(n - 1) Wfc+i) 
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� I {qk+i +g f c ) (n - 1) bk-i + bk� + — —)Uk-i 2 1 2 ( n - 1) 
{qk-i2qk + qk+i){n - 1) bk-i + 6bk + bk+i 
+( o T^  2 
{qk + qk+i){n - 1) . bk + bk+i 
6(n - 1) 
Therefore, if we define 
A..— 
八13 _ 
2 12(n - 1) 
12(71-1) 
{qi-l+2qi+qi+i){n-l) j f � = j 



















• z f • 1 
6(n—1) 卜 (5.25) 
0 else 
we can write (5.22) as {A + B)u = Cf. Notice that A + B is a^ {n - 2) x n matrix, 
as n = (Wo, Ui, . . . , Un-i)^ has n variables and we have only n — 2 equations since 
k = n —2. However, as we know u e we get Uq = Un-i = 0. 
Removing the first and last columns of A and B to form A and B respectively. 
u can be found by 
Next we need to find w by (5.5) 
{QhWh, (l>'k{x)) + (fihWh, M^)} = (u-z, M^)) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
We can observe that (5.27) has the exactly the same structure of (5.22), so we 
know that 
w = {A + B)-'C{u-z] (5.28) 
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Now we can compute by (5.6), 
4>k 
(f>k <t>k 
n - l 
4>k 
i=Q i=0 1 = 0 
where for A: = 2 , . . . , n — 2, 




(UK-LWK-L - UK-IWK - UKWK-I + 2UKWK - UKWK+L - UK+IWK + UK+IWK+I) 
for k = 0, Ji = ^{uqWq — uqWi — UiWq + u^wi) 
for A； = n - 1, 1 = ^(Un-2'Wn-2 — Un-2U^n-l 一 Un-lWn-2 + 2Un-lWn-l^ ^ 
for k = 2 , . . . ,n — 2, 
i=0 
= l){-qk-i + 2qk - Qk+i) 
= 乃 
for k = 0, 4 = {n- l)(qo — gi) 
for k = n - 1, JJ-i = ( n - l ) ( -qn-2 + Qn-i) 
Therefore we can have approximation V J = (VJ^(/>o, VJ^^i, 
which is 
yjl<t>n-l) T 
V J = - ( J ? , J I J r T + J l . . . , J ^ ' Y (5.29) 
Now we can write the algorithm of steepest descent method, quasi-Newton method 
and nonlinear conjugate gradient method for one dimension parameter identifi-
cation problem. 
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5.2 Algorithm for Parameter Identification Prob-
lems 
Steepest descent (SD): 
Given observation 2：, f, b 
Step 1 Choose regularization parameter a > 0, initial step size p o � 0 , a € (0,1), 
c G (0’ 1), stopping parameter s, initial value go； Set k = 0 
Step 2 Compute the matrix B by (5.24)，C by (5.25). 
Step 3 Compute Aq^  by (5.23)， 
u = {A,, + B)-'Cf 
w = {A,^ + B)-'C{u-z) 
And V J by (5.29); Stop if ||VJ|| < e. 
Step 4 (Backtracking Line Search[1]) 
Compute 乂収+poV«7’ Uq^ +poVJ = (Ait+PoVJ + B y ^ C f 
repeat until - < \\\u - + cpo\\\/J\\^ 
Set po = apo, I^gfc+poVJ, u^^+poVj = {Aq^+p^r^j + B�~^Cf 
end (repeat) 
Terminate with p = po 
Step 5 Qk+i = Qk — pVJ, A: = A: + 1; Do Step 3. 
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Quasi-Newton(QN): 
Given observation f, b 
Step 1 Choose regularization parameter a > 0, initial step size po > 0, a G (0,1), 
c G (0,1)，stopping parameter e, initial value 如，initial inverse Hessian ap-
proximation Mo； Set k = 0 
Step 2 Compute the matrix B by (5.24), C by (5.25). 
Step 3 Compute Aq^  by (5.23), 
u = 
如=(A. + B)-'C(u - z) 
And VJfc by (5.29); Stop if ||VJfc|| < e. 
Step 4 (Backtracking Line Search[1]) 
Compute search direction pk = -HkVJk] A^+pop,, V^+PoPfc = i^ qk+Povk + 
repeat until l\\uqk+poPk 一 I^P < ill以—^W^ + cpo^Jl 
Set Po = flpo’ Q^k+PoPk^  '^ Qk+popk — + B) ^Cf 
end (repeat) 
Terminate with p = po 
Step 5 Qk-ti = Qk- PPk 
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Step 6 Compute Ag^ ^^  by (5.23), 
u = (A 办+1 + B)-'Cf 
And VJk+i by (5.29); Stop if ||VJfc+i|| < e. 
(BFGS Method) Compute Sk = Qk+i 一 Qk and yk = VJ^+i — VJ^ 
Vk Sk Vk Sk Vk Sk 
k=k+l ; Do Step 4. 
Nonlinear Conjugate Gradient (NLCG); 
Given observation f, b 
Step 1 Choose regularization parameter a � 0 , initial step size po > 0, a e (0,1). 
c E (0，1)，stopping parameter e, initial value qo; Set k = 0 
Step 2 Compute the matrix B by (5.24), C by (5.25). 
Step 3 Compute A^ ^ by (5.23), 
u = {A,^ + B)-'Cf 
And V J by (5.29), po = - V J ; Stop if ||VJ|| < e. 
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Step 4 (Backtracking Line Search[1 
Compute search direction pk = - H k V Jk\ Afc+poPfc^  '^ qk+povk = ( 〜 + 嫩 
B)-'Cf 
repeat until — W^^  < - zW^  + cpo^Jl 
Set po == apQ, '^qk+popk = {^Qk+PoPk + 
end (repeat) 
Terminate with p = po 
Step 5 Qk+i = qk- PPk 
Step 6 Compute Aq^ ^^  by (5.23), 
u = ( 乂办 + 1 + B r ' c f 
And VJfc+i by (5.29); Stop if ||VJfc+i|| < £. 
(Polak-Ribiere Method) Compute 
Pk+i = 
1 + A 
I + V入 
V 
I II 1 + 
k=k+l; Do Step 4. 
5.2.1 Finite Element Method in Two D i m e n s i o n s = 
0. X 0,1 
Like [0，1] is divided by the points {0, ...，结，1} in one dimensional case, we 
partition ^ into many small triangular regions. First Q is partitioned into many 
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squares by the points { (六， : 2, j = 0 ,1 , . . . , n}, then partitioned into triangular 
regions by the lines joining the points {x, y) and (?/, x) in ft. Let T = {%n} be 
the collection of triangular regions in Q described before. 
Consider for an triangular region formed by three distinct points (xi,?/i), 
{x2,2/2) and (0:3, y^) which are numbered in counter-clockwise direction. Let A be 
the area of this triangle which is given by 
A = -det 
2 
1 yi 
1 X2 2/2 
1 工 3 ys) 
Define linear functions 
y) = ^[(^22/3 — X2,y2) + (2/2 
Hiix^y) = ^ [ f e ? / ! - xiy^) + (2/3 
Hz{x,y) = i^[{xiy2 一 2:2^1) + (y] 
- + (X3 - X2)y 
-y\)x + (xi -
-y2)x + {X2 - Xi)y 
We can check that 
1 if z = J 
0 i i i ^ j 
We use these functions as our base functions. For our interest, consider a trian-
gular region T^ formed by and i � j G {l’2’...，n}. 
The corresponding base functions are 
爪(工’ y) = {i + j - l ) - n x - ny 
H^{x,y) = - { i - l ) + nx 
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Notice that 
•丑 ) = ( - n ’ - n ) 
^ H ^ d x = i = l，2，3. • 
f I -4/ill if z = 7 
/ H'^Hfdx ={ “ J 
[^hn i f i — j 
where /in, /112 are constants independent of i,j,m. And also 
f HPHJ^HTdj： = •^h啡,i,j，/c=l，2，3. 
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hi’j’k is a constant independent of m. 
For any function u E let u�j = and 
y) = u'-'^'-'H^^^ix, y) + y) + y) (5.30) 
Clear see that u^ and u agree on the nodes. We use u^ to approximate u in 
Let 
Uy = (zi�’o, ？/O'l,…,？/�’"’ t/i，o’ . . . ’ . . . , ^^¥-1’ u"’"） 
We approximate u in [0’ 1] x [0，1] by finding out all the elements in Uy. Take 
parameter identification problem case (a) as an example, 
(a) q{x) = a(x] 
Kir omi of ir^ -n i ^ f\\ 竹 一 To find y j { x Y p by equation (5.6), p = A , where 0 is a base function. In a 
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particular region let Ui = U2 = u � j _ i and U3 = similar for 
other function q and / . Set 







dx dy dx dy 
)dx 
f dH? dH^ OH^.dHJ^ 
, d H ^ OH^ dH�\dHJ^\ 1 
dy dy dy dy 
For k = 
Di 
=n' / Qi^na-^i + 一 1) + i-Ui + Us){-l))dx 
J %m 1 
=n^{2ui -U2- U3)它 qi j H^dx 
For k = 2� 
6 6 





=冗1 {Y,qiHr){-Ui + U2)dx 
JTm 
3 r 
=n\-ui + U2) Y^qi H^dx 
i=l Jt饥 
= - ( -a )权1 + ( ^ 
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=n' / QiHpX-ui + U3)dx 




( ^ + ( ^ m 
And also consider 




=1 ,=1 打rn i-
3 1 1 , % 1 
II i=l 几 i=l 几 i=l 
r 3 
JT饥 1 = 1 
‘ ； + "i2(/2 + / 3 ) ) iik = l 
； + + / 3 ) ) if A; = 2 
、；M"u/3 + "i2(/i + /2)) if = 3 
So we see that (5.31) can be formulated as 
� i - i j - i � ^ ji-1, j-i\ 
(D饥+五爪) =F爪 
1 J fi-lj W / 
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where D 爪 , E 爪 and F饥 are computed by the equations Dk, E^ and Fjt, k = 
1,2,3. By consider all triangular region (and so the points { (念，： = 
0，1，2,…，n}), we can get a system 
{A + B)v = Cf 
where A, B and C are the matrix computed by consider all D爪,E爪 and F爪 in 
different respectively. Same as the case in one dimension, {A + B) is not an 
invertible matrix. By the fact that u G we get u�j = 0 for either i or j 
equals 0 or n and we remove the corresponding equation, 
{A + B)v = Cf 
= + (5.32) 
where v is the vector v without boundary values which are known to be zero. 
Next we need to find w by (5.5) to find VJ, 
Vi/r(工，y)) + (bX VB^ix , y)) = {u-z, H^ix)) (5.33) 
We can observe that (5.33) has the exactly the same structure of (5.31)，so we 
know that 
w = {A + B)-^C{u - z) (5.34) 
Now we can compute by (5.6), in a particular %n 
VMxfHJ^ix, y)) = -〈尋’ VO + a (V^, •尋’ 2/)> 
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where 
j r 
= J Hf 
dw] 
dx dy dx dy 
•)dx 





+ W3 dx )+ 
dy dy dy 八…丄 dy dy , d y 
^r? / H�(X_Ui + U2){-Wi + W2) + ( -wi + + W3))dx 
JTm 
=-{{-ui + U2){-Wi + W2) + (-1^1 + Us){-Wi + Ws)) 
))dx 
JT 
= 〈 • 《 , • 丑 r M 
二 f ( 經 Ml) d ^ 
- 人 ？ dx ' dy ) ^ dx ‘ dy 
)dx 
=T (�qi 8工 
^//r dH^ dH^.dH]^ ( dH\ dH. 
dy 
2 d m + 奶 3 
dy dy 
")dx 
=n // 、 服 r / 、 卿 w {{-QI + 92)-^ + {-qi + dx dy 
-q2- qs) if k = l 
l{-qi+q2) ifk = 2 
U-Qi+^s) ifk = 3 
Therefore • J" can be computed by consider all triangular regions And so we 
can work out the algorithm of steepest descent method, quasi-Newton method and 
nonlinear conjugate gradient method for two dimensional parameter identification 
problem. 
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5.3 Experiments on Trust Region-CG Method 
for Parameter Identification Problems 
5.3. One Dimension Problem 
Consider the problem: 
-V(qVu) = / ’ in n, 
u = 0, on dfl, 
(5.35) 
Given the observation Ue and function /，we would like to determine the param-
eter q. fl here is a bounded domain in R 
To achieve the aim, we try to solve a minimization problem. 
qeQ Z (5.36) 
Here Q = To be computable by computer, we map a function u 6 Q to a 
vector u G R " ( = Q"). And we get an approximation of solution by solving, 
mmj{q) = -\\u{q)-ue\\l 
QEQN A 
By trust region method, we solve a subproblem in each iteration k, 
(5.37) 
m乂n Ms) =gl s + -{HkS, s] 
SEQn 2 
S M <Ajt 
(5.38) 
where gk = grad{J)k = u'{qk)*{u{qk) - u^), Hk = u'{qk)*u'{qk), ||s||m = \\Ms\\2. 
M is chosen to be a symmetric positive definite matrix. Besides choosing standard 
identity, I have also tested the discrete one-dimensional Gradient and discrete one-
dimensional Laplacian matrix. They both can improve the algorithm in the sense 
that a better approximation can be generated compare to the case M = L In the 
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following experiments, we choose M = L the discrete one-dimensional Laplacian 
matrix. 
Trust Region Algorithm for this experiment 
Step 1 Choose parameters 0 < ra < r4 < 1 < ri, 0 < tq < r2 < 1, r2 > 0 
Initial value qo, region Aq > 0; Set A: = 0 
Step 2 If the stopping rule is satisfied, then STOP; 
Else, solve (5.38) to get Sk 
Step 3 Compute r^, qk+i and choose A^+i, where 
Tk = Aredk = Jjqk) - Jjqk + Sk) 
^ Predk ^fc(O) - ^fc(sfc) 
(Ik if Tk < To, 
Qk+i = . 
qk + Sk otherwise. 
Afc+i G 
r3||Sfc||,T4AA；] if Tk < T2, 
Afe, riAfe] otherwise 
Step 4 Evaluate Qk and Hk; k = k1; Goto Step 2 
We use truncated conjugate gradient method to solve (5.38) in Step2. 
Truncated Conjugate Gradient Method 
1. Given so = 0，0 < o; < 1’ compute Qq = V'0fc(so) = 9k 
Set I = do = —Qq 
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2. If \\U'{QK)SI — (Ue — < — tie 11, stop, output S = SI 
xIJT, 
compute d[Hkdi： if c/f H^di = 0, the go to step 4; Calculate a ； = — 裴 只 工 
3. If \\L{si + aidi)\\ > Afe, then go to step 4; 
Set si+i = Si + aidi and gf^^ = gf + aiHkdi\ 
|i ^ ||2 
compute A = di+i = -gf+i + /3idi； Z = Z + 1，go to step 2. 
4. Compute af > 0 satisfies \\L{si + = A^ 
Set s = s/ 4- aidi and stop 
From the above algorithm, the computation of the gradient gk = u\qky{u{qk) — 
Ue) and the approximated Hessian Hk = u'{qk)*u'{qk) is required which in turn 
we need to approximate the Jacobian matrix u'{qk) in each iteration. 
Approximation 
In order to be computable, we have to do some approximations. Given a func-
tion u{x) defined on [0,1], we approximate it as u{x) = Ui^Pii^)^ where 
Ui = w ( ^ ) , and are the standard linear basic functions 
= 
^ if s e [sj-i,5j 
0 
Sj = jh,h = = 0,1, n 
if SG Sj, Sj+i 
else 
Consider system (5.35) with Q = [0,1]，we approximate u{q) with given q by 
finite element method. 
(5.39) 
i=l 
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where a = (a)) is determined form Aa = b, A = (f^ q{x)(p[{x)(l)j{x)dx)ij, b = 
do 
In order to have a faster computation speed, we would like to use a simpler way to 
approximate the integrations. With q{x) = E二。丄 qi(l>i{x), f{x) = fi(j>i{x) 1-1 
(t)k^[{x)(l)'Ax)dx = 
n — = j = k 
—j, |z — A：! = 1 
i-j\ = l 
else 









i h , f f• 1
 • ! 
0 else 
\ 
Similar for b = (bi). 
To apply the trust region algorithm, we remain to compute the Jacobian u'{q) in 
order to generate Qk and Hk in(5.38). The function u{q) is differentiable if q is 
positive, and the Jacobian u'{q) applied to a vector p can be computed by solving 
(gV^, = - (pVu, Vv}^, VveVhCi Hi (5.40) 
for ^/； e 14 n ifoi. Here Vh = span{(l)i{x), 1 < i < n - 2 } . Then the w we solved 
is the approximation of u'{q)p. 
Similar to the work of finding u(q), w{x) = [u'(q)p]{x) = Yl'jZi ctj^ji^)^ where 
a = (aA is determined form Aa = b. 
A = g(x)(/>i(x)(pUx)dx) 
6 = ( / p(x)ux(x)(/)-(x)dx)i 
力 k=0 j=l 
n—1 n—2 
k=0 f=l 
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Let bk = ( X we have a = A'^b = Efc^o Pk^'^h-
So the Jacobian matrix u'{q) can be approximated in the way that the i — th 
column of the matrix u'(q) is u'{q)(j)i. 
Then Qk and Hk can be generated by (5.38). 
Experiment Results 
In trust region method, there are quite many parameters have to be determined, 
the dimension of discretization n, the initial trust region A。，the parameter of the 
stopping rule for trust region algorithm (outer loop) r > 1, the parameter of the 
stopping rule for CG-algorithm (inner loop) a; < 1 and the parameters for deter-
mining whether we accept the new ^ generated in each iteration or not. Prom the 
experience, these parameters are not so important. In our experiments, n = 50, 
Ao = 1，T = 1.1 and l j = 0.7. On the other hand, there are some parameters that 
are crucial to the result of convergence we have to choose them carefully. They 
are the initial guess qo{x), the noise S and the regularizing parameter a which 
will be introduced later. 
Back to the problem (5.35) with given observation u^  and function /，we set 
f{x)三 1 and the observation is calculated by true solution qt and noise 6. And 
we are solving a minimization problem, 
min J{q) = h\u{q) - + (5.41) 
Q^Qn A L 
where h is the discrete one-dimensional Laplacian and a is to regularize the so-
lution. In the following, we set it as 0 and qo = c(constant). 
Prom Fig. 5.1,5.2 and 5.3, we can observe that we can get a quite good approxi-
mation only when the noise level is small. We have tried different initial guess qo 
(ie. different c), observe that we can still obtain a convergent result if \\qt —如| 
is not too large, but it is not the case when the initial guess is far from the true 
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solution. Notice that there is a region that points do not converge in 3 figures, 
in fact it is the region where VxU « 0. We observe that the result is poorer if 
\qt - qo\\ is larger. 
Consider the figures 5.4,5.5 and 5.6. To smooth the approximation, we add a 
regularizing parameter a (see (5.41)). The choice of this parameter is important, 
here we take it as for all cases. We can see that the results are much better 
after regularization. It is true that we can get a even better result for some a. 
The choice of the parameter is important in the sense that if a is too small, there 
will be no effect at all; if it is too large, the original function J{q) will be strongly 
affected and so we cannot get the convergence. 
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0 0.5 
(4) c=3 5=0.1% 




Figure 5.2: qt{x) = 3+ - 2sin{27rx), c = 3 




(4) c=1.5 5=0.1% 






(4) c=3 6=0.1% 
Figure 5.4: qt{x) = 1 + 0,75e-5o(T-o.25)2’ c = 






(4) c=7 5=0.1% 




(4) c=1.5 6=0.1% 
Figure 5.6: qt{x) = c= 0.7 
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Comparison with Other Methods 
Besides trust region method, there are some well developed methods to solve 
the problem (5.41). Here we also apply steepest descent method, quasi-Newton 
method and nonlinear conjugate gradient method to problem (5.41) to have a 
comparison with the trust region method we just mentioned. 
Steepest descent (SD): 
Qk+i =qk - Pk^J{qk) 
VJ{qk) =u'{qyiu{q) - Ue) + al/Lq 
where a is a regularization parameter that will be determined later, pk is usually 
determined by line-search methods, for example Wolfe's rule. Line search is time 
consuming, here we set it as 1000 at each iteration. 
Quasi-Newton (QN): 
Qk+i = Qk- PkMkVJ{qk) 
where VJ{qk) and pk are calculated as same as above. Mk is updated by the 
formula of BFGS and we choose Mq = 1. 
Nonlinear Conjugate Gradient (NLCG): 
Qk+i =Qk + Pkdk 
(4 = 一 VJ(gfc) + /3 f c4_ i 
do = - VJ(go) 
where VJ{qk) and pk are calculated as same as above, pk is calculated by the 
formula of Polak-Ribiere(PR). 
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In the above method, S/J{q) is generated by computing V J � p , where p 
represents a basis function. It is computed by 
VJ(q)p = - {pVu, Vw) + OL (Vp, Vg) 
where u and w are found by solving, 
{qVu,Vv)={f,v) 
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Figure 5.7: c = 1,6 = 0.5%, r = 
No. of iterations Time Regularizing parameter (a) 
TRCG 68 7.2s 9.5-10 
SD 594 20.7s 9.4-12 
QN 571 19.2s 9.2-12 
NLCG 487 16.2s 9.202-12 
Table 5.1: Data for Figure 5.7. 
No. of iterations Time Regularizing parameter (a) 
TRCG 17 1.5s 4.5-10 
SD 1758 58.8s 8-12 
QN 455 15.8s 7.5 -12 
NLCG 898 30.7s 7.55-12 
Table 5.2: Data for Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8: c = 1,5 = 1%, r = 1.1 
In figure 5.7, we choose the initial guess qo{x)三 1，the stopping parameter 
r = 1.3, error level S = 0.5%. We can observe that all the algorithms can give 
similar satisfactory results while the trust region method use the least iterations, 
and faster than the other methods. 
In figure 5.8, we try another true solution with the same initial guess, stopping 
parameter, but higher noise level S = 1%. We change the noise level simply be-
cause for this particular example,noise level need not be too small to have a good 
convergence. Similar to figure 5.7, all four algorithms give a satisfactory result 
and the trust region method is the most efficient method among four. 
Here different regularizing parameters(Q；) have been used to smooth the approx-
imated results. The results can be very bad if the parameters are not chosen 
appropriately. 
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Conclusion 
From the numerical experiment, we conclude that the trust region method is suit-
able for solving 1-dimension distributed parameter identification problem. The 
observations here fulfill what have been shown in another paper by Professor 
Wang, that is convergence can be obtained when the initial guess is close to the 
solution and we can get a better approximation when the noise level is small. 
However, the procedure I stated here involve the calculation of approximation of 
Jacobian matrix u'{q) which is found by calculate vectors u\q)(f)ky for 1 < /c < n 
in each iteration. It raises a problem that when we want to apply the trust region 
method I used here to 2-dimension distributed parameter identification problem, 
we have to solve the equation (5.40) n^ times in each iteration. Therefore, if we 
want to apply the method to high dimension problem, we may need to modify 
the method so that the computation of u'{q) can be avoided. 
Compare to the other methods have been stated here, Trust region method per-
forms very well in solving 1-D parameter identification problems. However, for 
the other methods (QN, SD, NLCG) only need to solve (5.43) and (5.44). So we 
cannot say trust region method is suitable for solving parameter identification 
problem in higher order case. 
5.3.2 Two Dimensions Problem 
Background 
In this section, we consider the parameter identification problem with a do-
main Q. in R2 In one dimension cases, we have seen that trust region method 
can often give a good approximation to the solution. We would like to see how 
trust region performs when it comes to higher dimension cases. 
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Algorithm is the same as the trust region-CG algorithm stated before. How-
ever, certainly the computation of u{q) and u'{q) are indifferent and so need to 
use another tools for approximation. 
Approximation 
In order to be computable, we have to do some approximations. We parti-
tion the region [0,1] x [0，1] into : i j = 0 ,1 , . . . , n}. Given a func-
tion u{x) defined on [0,1] x [0,1], we use linear approximation to approximate 
u in each triangular region form by 3 adjacent points. For example, for the 
triangular region formed by (0,0)’ (0, l/n) and (1/n, 0), we approximate u as 
u{x, y) = u{{0,0))Hi{nx, ny) + u(( l /n, {)))H2(nx, ny) + w((0, l/nYjHsfjix, ny), 
H\{x,y) = l - { x + y) 
H^{x,y)=x (5.45) 
= y 
Notice that Vi / i = (-1，-1), VH2 = (1,0) and Vi/3 = (0,1) 
Consider system (5.35) with Q = [0’ 1] x [0，1], we approximate u(q) with given q by 
finite element method. That is we want to approximate the values of u{i/nj/n) 
where i,j = 1，...，n. Consider a particular region formed by ( (z -1) /n , ( j - 1 ) / n ) , 
{i/n, { j - l)/n) and {{i — l ) /n ’ j / n ) , 
[uH{q)]{x) = u{—, + + — , 
n n n n n n 
From (5.35), / q{x, y)Vu . VHkdxdy = [ / ( x , y)Hkdxdy, k= 1,2,3 
J A J A 
(5.46) 
q{x,y)VHi-VHkdxdy)ui= / f{x,y)Hkdxdy, = 1,2,3 
where Ui = u((i — l)/n, (j - l ) /n) , U2 = u(i/n,�j — l ) /n ) and U3 = u{{i -
A. 
\)/n,j/n), A is the triangular region formed by ((i - l ) /n , ( j — l ) /n) , (i/n, ( j 一 
=q\Hi + + 
= / ( — , ‘ ― + / ( - , 已 ) 床 • + fC n n n n n 
= f A + + fsfh 
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l ) /n) and ({i — l)/n,j/n). For computation purpose, we approximate q and f in 
the way similar to that of u 
q{x, y) = , + qC-. — + , 低 n n n n n n 
Therefore, consider (5.46), 
[q{x,y)VHi-VHkdxdy=T{[ HmiVHi • VHk)dxdy)qm 
3 1 r 
By changing variable = / HrJyHi . VHk)dxdy)qr 
3 
(几‘ J A 
m=l J L 
Here A is a triangular region formed by points (0,0), (0，1) and (1,0). Hi, i = 
1, 2,3 are the functions stated in (5.45). Similarly, 
3 
' A 
f(x,y)Hkdxdy = / HmHkdxdy)/^ 
Let ” = (n(0,0)，u(0，^ . . . ’ 权(0’ 1 ) ， � , . . . , u { l , 7/(1’ 1)). 
By considering all the triangular partitions, we have systems of equations in 
(5.46).Affer grouping and summing, we get 
Mv = F (5.47) 
M is a matrix formed by q{x, y)VHi. VH^dixdy and F is a vector formed by 
J^f{x,y)Hkdxdy. 
Solve V, we get an approximation of u in [0，1] x [0’ 1 
To approximate we notice from (5.35), given a unit direction vector p and 
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h E Hq, we have, 
J{{q + sp)Vu{q + ep) - qVu{q))\/hdn = 0 
4 I 一 + 印 广 ⑷ 漏 = — 卜 + sp)Vhdn 
£ — j qVwVhdn = - J pVuWhdQ (5.48) 
where w = u'{q)p. Similar to the computation of u(q), in each triangular re-
gion formed by ((z - l ) /n, (j - l)/n), (^n, (j - l ) /n) and ((i - l)/nj/n), we 
approximate w by finite element method and rewrite (2.4), 
/ 乂 工 , . VHkdxdy)wi = [ p{x, y)Vu . VHkdxdy, A: = 1,2,3 
1=1 Jl 
(5.49) 
So, similar to (2.2), we get an equation, 
Mw = P (5.50) 
M is the same matrix in (5.47), 
7^  = ( — 0 ， 0 ) ’ — 0 ’ 4 ) , . . . , t f ; ( 0 , l ) , — i ， i ) , . . . , — 1 ，^ ,— 1 ， 1 ) ) 
TL Tl Tl Tl 
and P is formed by y)Vu • VHkdxdy. 
To compute the matrix u'(q), we substitute p with different local fundamental 
functions Hi. 




min J{q) = ^\\u{q) - + (5.51) 
QEQU Z Z 
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where o； is a regularization parameter, L is gradient matrix. With a = 0, it is the 
original optimization problem (5.37). The meaning of adding the term 
besides ensure that (5.51) can be uniquely solved, is to ensure the norm of gradi-
ent of the solution q we found will not be too large, i.e. to smooth the solution. 
However, the regularization parameter a is not easy to determined. Too large, it 
will contribute too much in (5.51) and in turns cause a great different between 
the solution in (5.51) and the solution we want to solve in (5.37); Too small, it 
can't smooth the solution at all. 
It seems that Trust Region Method can solve (5.37) directly without adding 
regularization parameter. Convergence has been proved already. The follow ex-
periments are to test the method in practical use. 
For trust region method, there are some parameters we have to choose. In the 
following experiments, tq = 0, Ti = 1.5, T2 = 0.25, Ts = 0.5, T4 = 0.5 for outer 
loop; LJ = 0.7 for inner loop. These parameters are used to control the change of 
Afc in each iteration. Prom experiences, they are not so crucial, but we have to 
control the change of A^ carefully. If we let it increases too slow, then we have 
to use many iterations to get an approximate solution; if we let it increases too 
fast, accuracy may be affected. 
It is always the case that our observations(wg) are not exact, there are some 
noises so that Ue is different from our exact u. In our experiments, noise((5) is 
added as 1% of IMI2. Our observation will then be, 
2 j I j ^ 
-) = -) + -e 2,i = 0 , l , . . . , n n n n n n 
£： is a random number between -1 and 1, so it holds that ||u — Ue\\2 < S. n is 
chosen to be 30 in our experiments. 
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In the graphs below, the error= \\q -如II2 is shown for each experiment, q is the 
exact solution and Qs is an approximation found by algorithms. 
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In example 1, we see that even if there is no noise, the approximation is not 
so good. With a small noise level(l%), there is a quite large difference between 
the approximation and the exact solution. 
example 1 u(x, y) = — x)y{l — y) 
q{x,y) = x-\-y 
•麵k 
Figure 5.9: Exact Solution 
� � J縱 〜 、 
Figure 5.10: noise: 0%, error: 2.0942，％ error=6.24% 
Figure 5.11: error: 1%, error= 4.9284，% error=14.69% 
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g 1 
We try another function q and u{f is determined from). It is observed that 
even though — qk\\2 is decreasing at the beginning, it does not converge 
when — qk\\2 is still large. From the approximation solution, we do not 
have any ideas about the exact solution. 
example 2 u{x, y) = sin(7nr) sin(7r2/) 
= 1 + 6x^y(l - y) 
Figure 5.12: Exact Solution 
Figure 5.13: noise: 0%, error: 10.9114, % error=25.57% 
Figure 5.14: error: 1%, error: 10.8913, % error=25.57% 
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We keep the same function u, but change another function q. The approx-
imation is still very poor. 
example 3 y) = sin(7ra:) sin(7ry) 
gOr，y) = xy 
Figure 5.15: Exact Solution 
. . 禽 
Figure 5.16: noise= 0%, error= 7.7648, % error=73.91% 
Figure 5.17: error: 1%, error= 7.5522, % error=71.89% 
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Even though the results are not satisfactory, trust region method performs 
much better in this example that those 2 examples before. 
example 4 u{x, y) = sin(7nz:) sin(7ry) 
Figure 5.18: Exact Solution 
. 狐 
’..:::、.:•：鋒錄二海::;、'良.、. 
Figure 5.19: noise= 0%, error= 2.6260, % error=10.63% 
_ ./mm 趣 , 
4 截 i 藝 ; . 
Figure 5.20: error: 1%, error二 5.3408, % error=21.61% 
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To test which function, q or u, cause the failure of trust region method. We 
keep the same u as in examples 2,3 and 4, but function q in example 1. It 
shows that the results are similar to example 1. 
example 5 y) = sin(7rj;) sm^iry) 
= x + y 
華： 
备: 
Figure 5.21: noise= 0%, error= 2.7302，% error=8.14% 
.mm: • 
Figure 5.22: error: 1%, error= 5.5185, % error=16.45% 
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Now we use u in example 1, but q in example 2. The results are very bad. 
We can conclude that the function q affects the performance of trust region 
method heavily. 
example 6 u{x,y) = x(l — x)y{l — y) 
Figure 5.23: noise= 0%, errors 11.3360, % error=26.62% 
Figure 5.24: error: 1%, error= 11.3281, % error=26.6% 
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Comparison with Quasi-Newton Method 
To further understand the efficiency of trust region method, we compare this 
method with another common optimization method, Quasi-Newton method. In 
each iteration, 
gk-hi = qk- PkMkVJ{qk).-
VJ(gfc) = u'iqkYiuiqk) 一 Ue) 
Pk is usually determined by line-search methods, for example Wolfe's rule. Mk is 
updated by the formula of BFGS and we choose MQ = I. 
For the experiments below, n is chosen to be 30, noise level S = 0%. For nei-
ther Trust Region nor Quasi-Newton method, no regularization parameters are 
added (i.e. a = 0). We record their absolute errors q - Qs and u{q) - u{qs), q 
is the exact solution and Qs is approximation generated by our programs, and 
corresponding relative errors. In the following tables, "TR" represents "Trust 
Region Method", "QN" represents “ Quasi-Newton Method" and the unit of time 
elapsed is second. 
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Time Elapsed Q-Qs 2 {q)% error u{q) - u{qs) 2 {u)% error 
TR 151.039 2.0942 6.24 0.0003 0.03 
QN 838.265 3.1553 9.41 0.0011 0.11 
Table 5.3: Data for example 1 
Time Elapsed Q-Qs 2 {q)% error U{Q) - u{qs) 2 (u)% error 
TR 67.953 10.9114 25.62 1.7257 11.53 
QN 833.044 2.2603 5.31 0.0089 0.06 
Table 5.4: Data for example 2 
Time Elapsed Q-Qs 2 {q)% error u{q) - u{qs) 2 {u)% error 
TR 251.166 2.7302 8.14 0.0052 0.035 
QN 831.977 2.8985 8.64 0.0094 0.063 
Table 5.5: Data for example 5 
Time Elapsed Q-Qs 2 {q)% error w � - u { q s ) 2 {u)% error 
TR 81.1 11.336 26.62 0.1223 12.25 
QN 830.429 2.5943 6.09 0.0009 0.09 
Table 5.6: Data for example 6 
For example 3 and 4 , Quasi-Newton method does not show any convergence. 
And we can notice that Quasi-Newton method takes more time to get a good ap-
proximation compare with Trust Region Method. Also notice that, for example 
2 and 6, Quasi-Newton has a much better result than Trust Region method. 
To conclude, it seems to be true that trust region method converges fast, but 
sometimes performs very badly in practice. Without regularization term, trust 
region method does not give good approximations even if given noise level is 
small. Maybe some amendments have to added to trust region method for solv-
ing 2 dimensions parameter identification problems. 
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Adding Regularization Term 
As we see, without regularization parameter, trust region method does not give 
us a satisfactory results for parameter identification problems. We would now like 
to see if the situations change when regularization term is added. Recall (5.51), 
min J(q) = — Ue|p + ^\\Lq 
geQr 2 2 
where a is a regularization parameter, L is gradient matrix. 
example 1 u{x, y) = rr(l — x)y{l — y) 
q{x,y) = x + y 
Figure 5.25: Exact Solution 
Figure 5.26: Graph for example 1, a = 0.9 x 10-2-45 
Noise is 1 % of regularization parameter a = 0.9 x 1 0一 2 45. Absolute 
errors q-qs\\2 and - 丨2 are 0.7618 and 0.0069 respectively, and 
their corresponding relative errors are 2.27% and 0.69% 
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example 2 Trust region method failed to show a good approximation for example 2. 
example 3 u(x, y) = sin(7ra;) sin(7r?/) 
y) = xy c 
名 ， 
mmk 
Figure 5.27: Exact Solution 
Figure 5.28: Graph for example 3, a = 85 
Noise is 1% of ||w(g)||, regularization parameter a = 85. Absolute errors 
- Qsh and \\u{q) - u(qs)\\2 are 1.5764 and 0.7298 respectively, and their 
corresponding relative errors are 15% and 4.87% 
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example 4 u(x, y) = sin(7rx) sin(7r2/) 
Figure 5.29: Exact Solution 
•、“ . • •.•,'.• y , •'-••*•>•:.、..:.-.'、.、-•... 
Figure 5.30: Graph for example 4, a = 20 
Noise is 1% of ||w((7)||, regularization parameter a = 85. Absolute errors 
\q —仏II2 and — are 3.0306 and 0.4636 respectively, and their 
corresponding relative errors are 12.26% and 3.09% 
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example 5 y) = sin(7rx) sin(7ry) 
q{x,y) = x-\-y 
Figure 5.31: Exact Solution 
• 沪 辦 、 ； 
Figure 5.32: Graph for example 5, o； = 3 
Noise is 1% of 丨丨以⑷丨丨，regularization parameter a = 85. Absolute errors 
- Qsh and - u{qs)\\2 are 1.0221 and 0.1233 respectively, and their 
corresponding relative errors are 3.05% and 0.82% 
example 6 Trust region method failed to show a good approximation for example 6. 
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More Examples 
In the following example, starting guess q^  are all chosen to be constant function 
10. 
example 7 y) = sin(7ra:) sin(7r2/) 
q{x, ？/) = 4 + cos{'Kxy) 
(b) 
(d) 
Figure 5.33: Example 7 
(a)exact solution (b)Noise is 1% of regularization parameter a = 
0.075. Absolute errors - qs\\2 and \\u{q) - are 1.8768 and 0.0697 
respectively, and their corresponding relative errors are 1.31% and 0.46% 
(c)Noise is 5% of regularization parameter a = 0.075. Absolute 
errors Wq-Qsh and \\u(q) - u{qs)\\2 are 2.4098 and 0.1612 respectively, and 
their corresponding relative errors are 1.69% and 1.07% 
(d)Noise is 10% of regularization parameter a = 0.17. Absolute 
errors -&II2 and \\u{q) - u{qs)\\2 are 8.1713 and 0.4238 respectively, and 
their corresponding relative errors are 5.72% and 2.83% 
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example 8 u(x, y) = sin(7nr) sin(7r?/) 
q{x, 2/) = 3 + 32x(l — x)y{l — y) + sin{'Kx)sin{'Ky) 
Figure 5.34: Example 8 
(a)exact solution (b)Noise is 1% of �丨|，regularization parameter a = 
0.05. Absolute errors - and \\u{q) - are 9.2315 and 0.3199 
respectively, and their corresponding relative errors are 6.92% and 2.13% 
(c)Noise is 5% of ||t/(QOII，regularization parameter a = 0.0845. Absolute 
errors \\q - qs\\2 and - u(qs)\\2 are 10.7762 and 0.3956 respectively, 
and their corresponding relative errors are 8.08% and 2.64% 
(d)Noise is 10% of regularization parameter a = 0.075. Absolute 
errors —仏"2 and \\u{q) - ？ a r e 11.6947 and 0.5044 respectively, 
and their corresponding relative errors are 8.77% and 3.36% 
For this example, it seems that the results are not so good even when 
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noise level is low. Figure 39 shows the approximation with 0 noise and 
a = 0.00005. It gives us a very good approximation where absolute errors 
k — Qs\\2 and \\u{q) — u{qs)\\2 are 0.9473 and 0.012 respectively, and their 
corresponding relative errors are 0.71% and 0.08%. It shows that the results 
of this example are sensitive to noise level of the observation. 
0 0 
Figure 5.35: example 8 without noise 
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example 9 u{x, y) = sin(7nr) sin(7ry) 
咖’ 二 
4 if xG (0,0.5], y e (0,1); 
3 if xG (0.5,1), ？/G (0,1); 
0 0 
Figure 5.36: Example 9 
(a)exact solution (b)Noise is 1% of regularization parameter a = 15. 
Absolute errors \\q — qs\\2 and \\u{q) - u(gs)||2 are 16.872 and 0.9074 respec-
tively, and their corresponding relative errors are 15.46% and 6.05% 
(c)Noise is 5% of ||以(力||，regularization parameter a = 15. Absolute 
rors q - Qsh and \\u{q) - are 16.7962 and 0.9060 respectively, and 
their corresponding relative errors are 15.39% and 6.04% 
(d)Noise is 10% of 丨丨?i⑷丨丨，regularization parameter a = 10. Absolute 
rors q - Qsh and \\u(q) — u{qs)\\2 are 17.5055 and 0.9892 respectively, and 
their corresponding relative errors are 16.04% and 6.59% 
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For this example, trust region method does not give a satisfactory approx-
imation even when the given noise level is very small. As our example is 
a very simple discontinuous function, it seems that trust region method is 
not suitable for discontinuous q. 
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example 10 y) = sin(27rx) sin(27r2/) 
10. 
Figure 5.37: Example 10 
a)exact solution (b)regularization parameter a = 0.01. Absolute errors 
q — QslU and �—u{qs)\\2 are 71.6365 and 4.6794 respectively, and their 
corresponding relative errors are 69.07% and 31.2% 
(c)regularization parameter a = 0.1. Absolute errors — 9 � 2 and — 
u{qs)\\2 are 57.6367 and 4.6559 respectively, and their corresponding rela-
tive errors are 55.58% and 31.04% 
(d)regularization parameter a = 1. Absolute errors \\q — qs\\2 and — 
u{qs)\\2 are 50.1479 and 4.2631 respectively, and their corresponding rela-
tive errors are 48.35% and 28.42% 
Notice that function q of this example is nearly the same as those in ex-
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ample 2 and 6. The results are similar to those of the previous examples, 
trust region method performs very bad for this q. Actually in this example, 
noise level is 0. However, as we can see in figure 41, the approximations 
generated by trust region method are terrible. It shows can even though q 
is smooth, good approximation are not guaranteed by trust region method. 
5.4 Conclusion 
After several analysis and experiments, we can observe the follows: 
1. Trust region method does not have self-regularization properties 
No matter it is one dimension or two dimensions case, trust region method 
does not give a good convergence without adding regularization parameter. 
And the choice of the parameter is crucial to the convergence of the trust 
region method. 
2. Trust region method can be applied to solve inverse problems 
We have showed the convergence of the trust region method. In the exper-
iments, even though it does not perform well for all the examples as the 
convergence is based on some assumptions, trust region method show its 
convergence for both one dimension and two dimensions problems. Espe-
cially for one dimension problems, trust region method give a quite satis-
factory approximation without adding regularization parameter. 
3. Trust region method is not easy to control 
Comparing with other existing methods, there are more parameters have 
to be determined in trust region method. From the experience, they are 
not sensitive in the sense that change the parameters a little bit will not 
affect the convergence and the approximate solution of the trust region 
method. However, they have to be choose within a range. For example, the 
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parameter tq in step 2 of the trust region algorithm is used to determine 
whether we accept the new direction vector “ o r not. If tq is choose to 
be too large, then the condition for accepting “ is too hard to satisfy and 
so the trust region method will converge very slowly. However if Tq is too 
small, then “ may be accepted even if “ is not a good direction and so the 
algorithm will stop too early. 
4. Improvement 
One of the ways is regularization. Trust region method can be regular-
ized by adding regularization parameters or taking suitable norms that I 
have done in experiments on trust region-CG method for parameter iden-
tification problems. Choosing suitable parameters and norms can help the 
convergence of trust region method, but they are always hard to determine. 
Besides, trust region method can be improved by using suitable method to 
solve (4.2). It is a quadratic problem. In this thesis, instead of solving it 
exactly, we have also used conjugate gradient to solve. In one dimension 
case, they have similar results. In two dimensions case, the computation 
work load is too much for solving (4.2) exactly. Besides conjugate gradient, 
there are other existing ways to solve (4.2), for example those stated in 
chapter 3. Using different method to solve would have different results. For 
example, we can notice that example 2 in the last section cannot be solve by 
Trust Region-CG method, but it has been tested that Trust region-Newton 
method (solving (4.2) by Quasi-Newton method) can give a satisfactory 
result for example 2. 
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